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Congressmen discuss
tobacco quota bill plan
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — In an effort
to bring stability and security to
Kentucky's tobacco market, United
States Republican Congressmen Ed
Whitfield and Ernie Fletcher have
introduced a bill in Washington that
would pay farmers 1998 quota level
prices for their 2002 tobacco crops.
"One of the things that is so frustrating for people in agriculture
today, and tobacco particularly, is
the uncertainty that is out there,",
said Whitfield, Kentucky's 1st
District representative in Congress.
"This legislation is designed to add
some certainty."
Fletcher and Whitfield unveiled
the bill to a group of nearly 75 area

General
Assembly
2002

farmers at the Graves County 1-arm
Bureau Monday afternoon.
"There are other bills out there
that offer similar payments for the
quota, but they don't protect the
growing of tobacco in the regions
that they're in," said Fletcher, who
represents Kentucky's 6th District
in Congress. "We want it to stay
right here in Kentucky."
Specifically, the bill would first
establish a total pot of money based
on 1998 quota levels. Based on an
average of 2001 and 2002 effective.
and 'marketing quotas, the paid rate
would be $8 per pound, $4 for each
year. Quota owners would then
receive payments based $8 per
pound for whatever tobacco they
owned as of July 1, 2002. To be eli-

gible for payments, however, the
grower must be at l()-percent risk
in the production of te crop.
ass
f risk, according to Kentucky Farm Bureau
President Sam Moore, is designed to
assure that the quota cannot be sold
or leased, meaning it can only be
transferred to a direct heir. This
measure. Moore said, takes the
value out of the quota and maintains
a safety net to protect traditional
tobacco growers.
"That lease cost is what's really
driving the issue," said Will Ed
Clark, president of the Western
Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association. "We've got to

II See Page 2

EDWARD SHERIDAN Leayer & Times photo

MEET & GREET ... U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.), right, talks to an area farmer following Monday's
information meeting in Mayfield, Ky., on a tobacco quota bill in Washington D.C.

Former
deputy
Parrish
sentenced

Out With A Bang

Inaction
holding
up lawsuit

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. • — Former
Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy
Max Parrish was sentenced to 140
months in United States District
Court Monday.
Parrish, 46, Murray, was sentenced on charges of knowingly and
intentionally possessing with the
intent to distribute and distributing
five or more grams of methamphetamine, and for using and carrying a
firearm in relation to a drug trafficking crime.
The court also enhanced
Parrish's sentence after malcing a
finding that he obstructed justice by
giving false testimony during his
trial.
Parrish, who was a deputy sheriff
sergeant with the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, had been
found guilty of the aforementioned
charges in March by a jury.
Evidence against Parrish included a
video of the alleged transaction on
May 3, 2001, and a confession that
Parrish said he had signed it involuntarily.
Parrish will also have four years
of supervised release following his
incarceration. There is no parole in
the federal judicial system.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Much like the disagreement over the
budget itself, the lawsuit over how
state government should proceed
without a formal spending plan will
be held up because of legislative
inaction.
The legal disagreement began
after Gov. Paul Patton put in place a
spending plan for the fiscal year that
began Monday after the General
Assembly failed twice to pass a
budget for the executive or judicial
branches.
State government went on without interruption after Patton and
Chief Justice Joseph Lambert signed
orders to demand payment from the
treasury foiLguyemment services.
"Well,the electricity still works,"
quipped Judge William - Graham to
open a hearing Monday.
KHISTY HOPPER'Ledger & Times photo
Technically, the lawsuit has
MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK ... Jerry Gray, left, employee of TNT Fireworks. helps Gail Cruse through the checkout line as
Treasurer Jonathan Miller asking the
she stocks up on an assortment of fireworks for Thursday's Fourth of July celebration. TNT's tent is set up in the Wal-Mart
court whether he can approve the
parking lot.
requests for puyrrtent for government
goods and services that are routinely
sent to him by the Finance Cabinet.
Lawyers for those sides asked for a
schedule to have the suit decided by
mid-August.
Senate President David Williams,
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP) — it debates proposed taxes to help resolve an John Wade.
State parks, which were closed or limited
R-Burkesville, joined the suit Tennesseans hoping to get driver's licenses $800 million deficit.
He described the welcome center workers hours of operation for nearly a year because of
Monday and immediately put on the and tourists looking for information found
Lawmakers in Nashville resumed budget as the state's "ambassadors of goodwill," pro- the state's financial problems, remained open
brakes.
"closed" signs Monday, the first day of a par- discussions after approving a bill that gave viding directions, maps, information on with small crews, but no new reservations
Denis Fleming, Patton's lawyer, tial government shutdown while the lame-duck Republican Gov. Don Sundquist hotels, restaurants and tourist attractions. were being accepted.
said Williams and Senate GOP floor Legislature tries to resolve its state budget.
power to keep essential services funded "They are responsible for millions and milAt a driver's license station near Nashville,:
leader Dan Kelly of Springfield
"It will hurt their state budget more to have through Friday.
lions of dollars that tourists might decide to 21-year-old Joey Frank Jr. went to renew his:
asked that their staffs be briefed on* --these places closed," Ruthann Jaquette of
State historians said the situation was spend in Tennessee."
license and found only a "closed" sign with no:
the state's accounting practices and Grand Ledge, Mich., said outside a closed unprecedented since the suspension of civil
Cindy Todd, a spokeswoman for the explanation.
how funds are billed. Fleming said welcome center at the Tennessee-Georgia bor- government when Tennessee fell to Union Tennessee Aquarium in Chattanooga, estimatAs one of six of about 170 state Economic
the briefing will take place Tuesday. der.
forces in the Civil War.
ed the tourist attraction would lose about and Community Development employees desafter which he will insist that a
The center's shutdown didn't slow the flow
About 22,000 of the state's 42,000 employ; 3,000 customers this week if state welcome ignated "essential" and allowed to work
schedule for the court proceedings of unsuspecting motorists this busy July 4th ees have been placed ogonpaid leave. And-the centers remain closed. She said 45 percent of Monday, Commissioner Tony Grande said he
be set. If there is no agreement, travel week, and some had to run behind trees state's tourism. department dropped from 145 their visitors say they pick up a brochure was sure business recruiters in neighboring
Fleming said Graham will be asked surrounding closed rest rooms to improvise
tgive employees,forcing the shutdown of the before visiting the aquarium and.15 percent of .states were licking their chops over:
to order one.
the sweltering midday heat.
state's 13 welcome centers.
those came from welcome centers.
Tennessee's budget problems.
Later in the day, Williams and
The closings were prompted by the
"Annually, we have 14 million. people
"This is the biggest week of the entire year
"It would be hard to resist telling the proj-,
Legislature's failure to approve a budget by coming through those centers, and this is our for us. The timing couldn't be worse," she ect that Tennessee was having some seriousII See Page 2
July 1 — the start of the new fiscal year — as most busy week," said tourism commissioner said.
trouble," Grande said.

Tennessee shutdown rippling across everyday life

Mal Murray, KY 42071
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Pentagon to investigate errant bomb drop PoliceFireLogs
WASHINGTON tAP) — It
appears an errant bomb dropped by
the United States was not responsible for scores of deaths reported in a
central Afghan village, defense officials said Tuesday.
That bomb, from an Air Force B52, is believed to have fallen in a
remote or uninhabited area, officials
said on condition of anonymity.
Residents and officials said
dozens of civilians, including
women and children, were killed in
an attack early Monday in the village of Kakarak, about 175 miles
southwest of the capital of Kabul.
Afghan estimates of those killed
ranged from about 40 to more than
100.
U.S. military officials had said
MURRAY
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AP Photo

TENDING TO THE WOUNDED ... Mohammad Gul, 28, background, looks over his brother-in-law Wali Khan, 35, shortly
after Gul brought Khan to the Mir Wais Hospital in Kandahar,
Afghanistan after witnesses said U.S. helicopter gunships and
jets attacked a house while a wedding was under way in the village of Kakarak, Afghanistan, in the province of Uruzgan
Monday.
lire.
and caused casualties, Davis said.
It was not clear how close the
Survivors say the planes attacked
a wedding, perhaps mistakenly anti-aircraft sites were to the caves
thinking celebratory fire from the and bunkers being bombed.
party was mistaken for anti-aircraft

Jet with children •Lawsuit ...
From Front
collides with
Kelly said they did nothing to delay
cargo plane
proceedings.

READER INFORMATION

3 months
$20.25

Monday that any ut threeathings
could have caused the civilian casualties: the bomb from the 13-52, a
raid by a U.S. AC-I30 plane on antiaircraft sites or anti-aircraft fire
falling back to the ground.
U.S. investigators were taking
reporters and Afghan government
representatives to the site of the
accident. Pentagon spokesman Lt.
Cmdr. Jeff Davis said Monday th3j
the 8-52 bomber attacked a cave
complex in the same general area of
the village in Uruzgan province. It
dropped seven precision-guided,
2,000-pound bombs and one went
astray.
But two Pentagon officials today
said they did not believe that was
the cause. At about the same time as
that mission a separate reconnaissance operation involving an undisclosed number of regular and special U.S. forces was under way in
the same vicinity.
An American forward air controller on the ground reported fire
from anti-aircraft artillery sites and
called in the AC-130 gunship to
counterattack, Davis said.
Some of the anti-aircraft artillery
could have fallen back to the ground
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The disagreement is as much
UEBERLINGEN,Germany (AP)
politics as constitutional law.
about
— More than 50 Russian children
"David
headed for dream beach vacation in
Williams caused
Spain were among more than 70
people killed when their chartered
the problem that
Tupelov airliner slammed into a
forced us into this
cargo plane at 36,000 feet over
situation," Gov.
southern Germany, officials said
Paul Patton said
today.
during a hastily
Swiss air traffic controllers said
news
arranged
the pilot of the Russian TU-154 did
after
conference
not respond to orders to descend
hearing.
court
the
until it was too late. The head of
a
Patton
Patton,
Moscow's Domodedovo airport,
Democrat, said if
from which the Bashkirian Airlines
jet originated, denied the Russian Ilk Republican Williams forces the
issue about the governor suspending
pilot failed to follow directions.
"All the sources of the accident statutes or making transfers from
are to be found in the skies over various funds, he could cause the
Europe.. I am 100 percent certain of layoff of more than 4,000 state
this," said Sergei Rudakov in a
report broadcast on Russia's RTR
television.
Investigators had recovered 26
bodies — some still strapped into
seats — and had located the flight
data recorder from the TU-154. From Front
Twenty-two boats patrolled the
solve that problem, and I believe
waters looking for flotsam or telltale
this does do that."
jet fuel slicks.
Payments would be made to
The children were headed for a
in equal sums during 2003growers
beach holiday on the Costa Dorada
2007 crop years, with the fee on
near Barcelona.
tobacco companies being eliminated
once all the payments are made. The
reimbursements would be paid
through the Commodity Credit
Corporation.
An additional $2 per. pound
would be given to those growers
who choose to forego their right to
produce tobacco, a stipulation
Fletcher said has earned the bill the
support of numerous health care
including
the
organizations,
American Heart Association, the
American Cancer Society and the
Campaign For Tobacco-Free Kids.
"If we don't have the health care
support, we can't get it out of the
1=111 1=1
House," said Fletcher, who also said
the bill is currently nearly 118
that
Dinner $ 1
votes short of clearing the.House
Buffets I V
and moving on to the Senate for

Call
5 00-6 00 p m Monday-Friday or
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approval.
Both Whitfield and Fletcher said
Drug
and
U.S. Food
the
Administration may come into play
later with the bill, but neither wants
to see that happen.
e`I have never been one that's
been very supportive of expanding
the authority of the Food and Drug
Administration," Whitfield said. "If
we do that, I think all of us that are
sponsoring this legislation are committed to being sure we put up a wall
so that FDA cannot reach out and
start regulating the farm."
Fletcher said that tobacco companies have objected to the fee the bill
would place on them. Other than
that, though,- he said the bill is
receiving a broad range of support.
"We haven't gotten everybody all
on the same page," he said. "I think
all the farmers and farm organizations in these states are about as
close together as you're going to get
on this legislation. The companies
are not all as pleased with this as

•Baby Backs •Spare Ribs
•Pork Loin • 1/2 Chickens
•Polish Sausage
•Shish-Ka-Bobs

Coupon good thru

BUFFET NOW OPEN
NIGHTLY TIL 9:00!
*
Buy Any Size Pizza

*

Williams said
he agrees state
government can
continue paying
for essential services, though he has
not said what that
includes.
term
Williams said he is
concerned that the
Williams governor
not
attempt to suspend any statutes in
spending state money and not try to
transfer special funds into the
General Fund.
Patton said that insistence shows
Williams' ignorance of state
finances. The state routinely shifts
money around various funds early in
a fiscal year tokay bills while tax
receipts come in, Patton said.
Williams said Patton's intervention and insistence on paying for

campaign finance is the reason there
is no budget. Williams and his fellow Republicans in the Senate
refused to pass any budget that
included money for the state's system of partial public financing for
the 2003 gubernatorial general election. Patton and House Democrats
said the public financing system
used since 1995 should be kept
intact.
After the hearing, Lambert decided to hold off on joining the suit, as
he had earlier planned. James
Deckard, Lambert's top aide, said
the chief justice now wants to see
how some issues shake out before
taking part in the litigation.
The legislature passed a budget
for itself, and Williams Said he
expected to receive his $204.72
daily legislative pay for Monday.

•Tobacco ...

MISS YOUR PAPER?
the circulation dept. between

Lunch
Buffets

workers.
One of the laws that is routinely
suspended in budgets is a numerical'
cap on state employment. The cap is
about 4,000 less than actual employment.
Patton said it was Williams who
kept a budget from being passed.
"Now he's holding the future of
state employees and teachers
hostage," said Patton, who acknowledged a layoff was extremely
unlikely.
Patton said it is important to get
the legal questions resolved quickly.
Williams and Kelly, who are both
lawyers, attended the brief court
hearing but did not take part in the
proceedings. Williams held his own
impromptu news conference after
the hearing and said House
Democrats and Patton were to
blame for the lack of a budget.

Calloway County Sheriffs Office
• Shelia F Huey, 49, Murray, was driving east on Osborne Road when
a deer crossed the road in front of her She swerved to avoid the deer,
went down an embankment and struck some trees Huey did not require
medical attention, and a passenger in the vehicle. David Pitts. 47. New
Concord, was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
• Brian 0. Jackson, 24, Murray, was traveling west on Mitchell Story
Hoad when his Yamaha motorcycle left the roadway and came to rest in
a ditch. Jackson was thrown off the motorcycle He was treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Murray Police Department
• The MPD is currently working several cases involving vandalism at
the Murray-Calloway County Park. The estimated cost of cleanup, repair
and replacement of stolen items at the park is over S2 000
Crimestoppers is now offering a $300 reward for information leading to
the arrest of those responsible for the crimes
Murray Fire Department
• Two trucks and six firefighters responded to a report of a vehicle fire
at 1401 Diuguid Drive Saturday evening The owner of the vehicle was
installing radio equipment when some wires shorted out and caught the
vehicle on fire. The fire was extinguished by the time firefighters arrived
on the scene.
Land Between the Lakes
22, Oak Grove, Ky., drowned early Sunday
Reynolds,
Leroy
Casey
•
morning while swimming at Devil's Elbow Lake Access Area in Land
Between the Lakes. LBL law enforcement officers were contacted for
assistance at 9:36 a.m. Reynolds, who had gone down in 15 feet of
water, was located within 15 minutes. Reynolds was transported to the
Trigg County Hospital, where he was pronounced dead on arrival.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

EDWARD SHERIDAN/Ledger & -Times photo
TOBACCO BILL ... U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield and Ernie Fletcher met
with area farmers yesterday to discuss a new tobacco quota bill
they are working on.
they could be, and we're still work-ing with them."
Fletcher said he believes that if
the bill is passed this year, it will
make it through as part of a larger
omnibus bill passed toward the end
of the year. If it is not passed, he said
he and Whitfield will try to push the
bill through again next year.
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"I don't want to raise expectations too much," Fletcher said. "It's
very difficult in the politics of an.
election year to get anything done
that has any controversy. This bill:
will wind up having a pretty high
price tag, and that's always difficult
to get through."
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Deaths
Mrs. Harriett C. Wason
Mrs. Harriett C. Wason, 87, Hickory Woods Retirement Center, Murray,
died Monday, July I, 2002, at 1:20 p.m. at the center.
A retired registered nurse, she was a member of First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
Her husband, James R. Wason, and pne sister, Sarah Lathe, both preceded her in death. Born June 16, 1915, in Hillsboro,401., she was the daughter of the late Thomas L. Coxon and Bernice straw Coxon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sarah Leedom and husband,
Henry, Murray; two sons, Thomas Wason and wife, Rita, Lehigh Acres,
Fla., and Robert Wason and wife, Susan, Beltsville, Md.; one brother, John
Coxon and wife, Patricia, Palm Coast, Fla.; brother-in-law, Lawrence Lathe,
New Bloomfield, Pa.; five grandchildren, Emily Berver, Austin. Texas,
Laura Palmietier, Port Charlotte, Fla., Rebecca Wason and Ryan Wason,
both of Beltsville, Md., and Haley Leedom, Murray; two great-grandchildren.
Services will be held at a later date with burial in Hillsboro, N.H.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, Murray, from 2 to 3
p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer Society.

Mrs. Vada Ardella Ross

Roy E.(Gene) Hale

Gerald A.(Jerry) Duquette
A memorial service for Gerald A.(Jerry) Duquette was Monday at 7 p.m.
at St. Leo Catholie Church, Murray. Fr. Ray Goetz and the Rev. Dr. Chad
Foster officiated.
Services and burial will also be in North Tonawanda, N.Y. J.H. Churchill
Funeral home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Leo Catholic Church, 401
North 12th St., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Duquette, 71, Broad Street, Murray, died Friday, June 28, 2002, at
4:14 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church where he served as an altar
boy. He was also a member of Knights of Columbus.
Mr. Duquette was the son of the late Mathias and Lydia Duquette.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Shirley Heffren Duquette, to whom he
was married May 12, 1984; one daughter, Mrs. Cecile Boyle and husband,
Michael, Manassa, Va.; one son, Kevin Duquette and wife, Lisa, North
Tonawanda. N.Y.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Amy Maskaluk, Lock Port, N.Y.:
one stepson, James Egri, Nashville, Tenn.; four brothers. Fr. Lucian
Duquette, Barefoot Bay Beach, Fla., Clement Duquette and wife, Ceclia,
South Rygate, Vt., Marcel Duquette, Seminole, Fla., and.Yvon Duquette and
wife, Laura. Fonda, N.Y.; four grandchildren.

Clayton Ham

Charles
Mrs. Vada Ardella Ross, 91, Hardin, died Monday,
The funeral for Charles Clayton Ham will be today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m.
July 1, 2002, at 12:47 a.m. at Britthaven Healthcare, in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,Benton. the Rev. Larry Logston and
Benton.
the Rev. Ralph Ham will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County
A homemaker, she was a member of Dexter Memory Gardens.
Pentecostal Church.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Her husband, Raymond Ross, one son, Roy Ross, and
Mr. Iam, 70, Olive Hamlet Road, Benton, died Saturday, June 29, 2002,
one sister, Vena Culver, all preceded her in death. She at 5:35 frm. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
was the daughter of the late Emery Darnall and Edna
A retired loader driver for SKW, Calvert City, he was an Army veteran
York Darnall.
and a member of New Testament Baptist Church.
Survivors include one son, Jerry Ross, Newport,
- Preceding him in death were one son, Micheal Ham,and two sisters_Sue
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Violet Thweatt, Benton; five Filbeck and Louise Larkin. He was the son of the late Robert Anthony Ham
Ross
grandchildren, Jan Howard, Gwen Mathis, Dianne and Nettie Nell Lowery Ham.
Redden and Terry Ross, all of Benton, and Josh Ross, Michigan; six greatSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Dorothy York Ham; one daughter, Ms.
grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
Dottie Hamlet, Benton; five sons, Kelvin Ham, Kirksey, Nathan Ham and
The funeral is today(Tuesday)at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Randy Ham, both of Hardin, and Terrell Ham and Tony Ham, both of
Home, Benton. The Rev. Elijah Balentine, the Rev. Eulas Greer, the Rev. Benton; six sisters, Mrs, Virginia Hanncock, Eddyville, Mrs. Rose Nell
J.T. Parrish and the Rev. Don Hilbrecht are officiating. Burial will follow in Sinkler, Florida, Mrs. Valetta Sills, Mrs. Frances York and Mrs. Jean
Unity Cemetery, east of Hardin.
Youngblood, all of Benton, and Mrs. Irene Smith, Gilbertsville; three*others, R.A: Ham, Tucson, Ariz., Ralph Ham, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Winford
Mildred Katherine Stalls
Ham. Benton.
funeral for Mrs. Mildred Katherine Stalls will be Wednesday at I
Investments Since 1854.
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Donnie Peal and Dr.
Wendell Ray will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Prices as of 9 a.m
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Stalls, 77, Murray, died Monday, July 1, 2002, at 3:10 a.m. at
69.04 + 1.44
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ..9125.92 + 16.13 I B M
M ay-Calloway County Hospital.
44.80 + 0.30
50.35 - 0.26 Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
homemaker, she was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray, and
17.56 + 0.02
13.01 - 0.50 Intel
AOL Time Warner
of urray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star. She was a for20.04 - 0.01
9.92 0.11 Kroger
AT&T
1.56 - 0.07
member of Murray Business and Professional Women's Club.
30.43 - 0.17 Lucent Tech
Bell South
20.44 - 0.35
37.95 + 0.04 Mattel
Briggs & Stratton
Her husband, Buel Stalls Sr., died Dec. 13, 1982. One brother, Fred D.
28.17 + 0.07
Bristol Myers Squibb 25.39 - 0.12 McDonalds
McDaniel, also preceded her in death. Born Feb. 14, 1925. in Camden,
48.61 - 0.14
Merck
031
+
48.31
Caterpillar
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late John McDaniel and Beatrice Cain
52.76 + 0.10
Chevron Texaco Corp 88.56 -0.04 Microsoft
McDaniel.
20.21 - 0.65
46.85 0.17 J.C. Penney
Daimler Chrysler
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Dianne Jessen and husband,
48.80 - 0.22
37.20 + 0.04 Pepsico Inc.
Dean Foods
33.97 + 0.07
Samuel A., Marina, Calif.; five sons, Buel E. Stalls Jr.. Fred P. Stalls and
40.80 + 0.15 Pfizer, Inc.
Exxon-Mobil
23.45 - 0.05
15.51 0.01 Schering-Plough
Ford Motor(New)
wife, Linda, and Delbert F. Newsome and wife, Linda, all of Murray,
52.07 - 0.17
28.37 0.08 Sears
General Electric
Michael F. Stalls, Winchester, Tenn., and E. Ray Newsome and wife, Edith,
32,47 + 0.13
50.90 + 0.08 Union Planters
General Motors
Paris, Tenn.; daughter-in-law, Nancy Stalls, Murray; two stepsisters, Mrs.
22.99 + 0.29
US Bancorp
0.28
42.10
ADR
GlaxoSmithKline
Arnell Freeman, Kilbourne, Ill., and Mrs. Odell Fowler, Kane, Ill.; sister-in33.99 +0.04
26.25 0.22 UST
Goodrich
law, Mrs. Louise McDaniel, Belleville, Ill.
_ 54.60 + 0.20
18.11 0.05 Wal-Mart
Goodyear
Also surviving are 11 grandchildren, Natalie Hill,i Mitzi Garner, Kelly
12.53 B 12.65 A
HopFed Bank*
Watson, Heather Newsome,Terry Newsome, Krista Sehumacher, Kimberly
Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
)
40
Duncan, Kathryn Stalls, Bradley Jessen, Shannon Jessen and Lilly Anna
stock
Hilliard Lyons
unc - price unchanged
Stalls; eight great-grandchildren, Damon, Allison and Matthew Duke,
FHWARD
Court Square
42071
KY
Heath and Tad Garner, Ricky Watson Jr., Samantha Watson and Madison
Murray,
DONS
Additional Information Available
SINCE 1854
502-753-3366
Nicole Jessen; one great-great-grandchild, Mason Duke.
Upon Request

Roy E.(Gene) Hale. 74, Purcell. Okla., died Tuesday, June 25, 2002, at
Purcell Memorial Hospital there.
A native of Calloway County. he was the son of the late RE. Hale and
Irene Hale of Callqway County.
Mr. Hale was a graduate of Murray State University. A retired Air Force
lieutenant colonel, he was also a retired teacher and retired from Civil
Service.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Yukie Hale, Purcell, and one sister, Mrs.
Georgia Hale Pereira, Hopkinsville.
The body has been cremated. A memorial service will be held at a later
date in Purcell.

Smokers steamed as states
boost taxes on cigarettes
NEW YORK (AP) - Tony
McHugh has an old habit with a new
hefty price.
His 20 cigarettes-a-day fix. now
will cost $2,500 a year Ircause of a
$1.50 tax rise per pack in New York.
one of many communities making
smoking a high-priced addiction.
"Ay, caramba," McHugh said as
the cost sunk in.
New Yorkers already pay $5 for a
cappuccino and have been known to
fork over $12 for a martini. But there
was plenty of grumbling from smokers Monday as they began paying
more than $7 for a pack of cigarettes
"Ten years ago I said I would
never pay $5 for a pack of cigarettes.
but if it's something that you want to
do, you'll find a way to do it,
Rochelle Frederick, 43, said as she
lit up a Merit. The pack cost her
$7.50.

The new city tax was a nasty
blow to 'smokers who were just getting used to a state tax increase-up
39 cents to $1.50 per pack - that
took effect in April. New York City
residents now pay double the national average for cigarettes.
"I might have to actually start
investigating other avenues to get
my fix." said McHugh, 34, as he
puffed a Camel and sipped coffee
with a pack of smokers during a
morning break. "It's going to hurt a
lot but it won't cause Me to quit."
. The tax is expected to generate an
additional $111 million this year for
the city, which is trying to close a $5
billion budget gap. With the new fiscal year that began Monday, the city
also instituted new fees for cell
phones and parking violations, and
eliminated glass and plastic from its
recycling program.
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Stock Market Report

FREEDOM FEST
JULY 4TH 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.
DOWNTOWN CELEBRATION

FARMERS MARKET
GAMES & MUSIC
CLOWN W/BALLOONS

•s•
•
•
Ir. •
•.

REGISTER TO WIN!
2 - Powerwheels from Mattel
Drawings at 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
2 winners to be selected.
MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. HitIlacd. W.L. Lyons, Inc.• Mionber NYSE and WPC

MATURING?
Ho w ABOUT AN ANNUITY?

Our new

MammoPad® is our new mammogram that's

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deterred Annuities are
competitive alternatives to other savings
plans The initial guaranteed rate* is

padded mannnogram
is painless. And knowing
you're getting the best
technology in breast health
doesn't h

softer, easier and gentler than you've ever

5.25%
•
,

,...•••••0 ta• to 40 P.,a,Mr -or .4,
10CME Yr,WV woo

M1

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 4207
270-753-4741

41.• .

experienced. And it's just one of the ways
we've improved breast health care for women.
Stereotactic Breast Biopsy is another.
Representative of the best that breast hee!th
care has to offer, this procedure is less invasive,

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE:OMAHA,NEBRASKA

faster, costs less, offers fewer chances for
complications, and leaves no scarring.

LE

Ft.

YOUR GUTTERS
AND DOWNSPOUTS

Almost 40,000 women svill die from breast
cancer this year. Screening mammograms and
accurate diagnostics can greatly reduce that
number. At Murray-Calloway County flospital,
we're making it as cam; and comfortable ‘1.

AND NEVER CLEAN
THEM AGAIN!

SER ALL

possible to get both.
For more information or to •clicd As an
appointment, plea,e call27i!-7(i1-11411

Gutter Company
900 Tyson Ave./
Hwy. 79 S. Paris
731-642-4461 •1-000448-4665
•Gutter Installation, Reim',
& Cleaning
•Licensed, Bonded, Insure,'
FREE ESTIMATES

MURRAY-CAL1_OWAY
/
COUNT ,

1-4(1st,
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A helping
hand for
those who
need it
you
When
live in a longterm care facility, sometimes
you need help
probsolving
lems.
That's why
Area
every
Development
in
Main Street District
a
has
Kentucky
Constance
By
long-term care
Alexander
Ledger & limes ombudsman. In
Purchase
the
Columnist
Area, that is
Jackie
McKinney.
Working out of an office in
Mayfield, Ms. McKinney oversees
almost 40 facilitles in our region She
visits each one of them quarterly to
see how things are going.
In the meantime, volunteer
ombudsman make weekly stop-ins
on a rndom basis. In Jackie's
absence they are her eyes and ears.
TheMd1k to residentsrid find out if
• there is anything the need or want.
• Comments range from things like
the food - it's usually not the way
they liked it cooked at home, for
e - to bigger issues, such as
how residents tretreated by staff,
roommate conflicts and differences
.associated with the level of care
'required for an individual.
'We try to listen to concerns that
people .may have," McKinney
explains."We address problems that
families or residents or both feel like
they can't get resolved on their
own."
Meals are a common issue.
"People get tired of eating the same
foods," McKinney says. "Their
meals are created according to nutritional standards by a registered
dietician.
-They're nutritionally correct,"
she continues, "but once you eat
food from the same kitchen day in
and day out, you tend to get tired of
it."
Many situations, food complaints
included, are addressed by listening
and by mediating.
"If I have a good relationship

with the dietician," McKinney
remarks, "I can say, 'Could we
throw a curve in here and maybe do
something different, or cook something in a different way?"
Recently, the Cabinet for Health
Services committed approximately
$454,000 a year over the next two
years to upgrade the long-term care
ombudsman program The funds are
being used to upgrade 11 district
like
positions,
ombudsman
McKinney's, to full-time status and
to provide for a minimum at one
full-time ombudsman position for
every 2,000 nursing home residents,
In 2000, Kentucky's ombudsman
program handled over 7,000 complaints. Last year, the number of
complaints jumped to nearly 11,000.
Though the vast majority of problems are successfully resolved,some
troubles - usually those involving
protection, placement or legal issues
- may be referred to outside authorities.
Not every long-term care resident
is willing to make an official complaint to the ombudsman, according
to McKinney. "Sometimes people
will be hesitant because they're
afraid they'll get kicked out."
Long-term care residents are protected by law, however. They can
only to leave to three reasons: Nonpayment; if they are a danger to
themselves or others: or if there is a
change in their medical condition
that requires either immediate transportation to a hospital or - if the
change is positive and improved to
the point they no longer meet the
guidelines for that level of care being discharged.
Training to certify volunteer
ombudsman for the Purchase
Region will be conducted later this
year. For additional information,
contact McKinney at 1-800-8664213. Questions about the long-term
care ombudsman program at the
state level may be directed to the
office in Frankfort at 1-800-3722991.
(Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledaercom. Contact the
columnist at cacalexander@hotmaitcom.)

Sitting at the feet of Lincoln

Our Readers Write
Dear Editor:
Downtown Looks Great!!
I drove downtown today to buy a
gift, and how proud I am!!! It's
beautiful, and they are not even finished yet!
We are truly a blessed community. Blessed with giving, talented,
forward-looking, visionary people
who care about each other and care
about the future!
The announcement of a new factory to locate here and the completion of the downtown renovation are
just two of the good happenings in
recent days!
What other town in. America
would not like to have grants totaling almost $2 million to improve
and renovate? To enhance the older
downtown appearance? To create a
safe and attractive atmosphere for
browsing and shopping? To be inviting to tourists who visit the lakes
area? To improve and update our
county buildings?
Progress is always painful! The
process is inconvenient and the
change always takes some "getting
used tor' But, the end result is worth
all the frustration, ugliness and
inconvenience!
Change is a part of life! We find
that out in the mirror every morning.
But, smart people just accept those
changes and find new ways to
appreciate what we have.
And Murray people are smart.

cooperative, giving, loving and
accepting!
Thank you, Robin Taffier and the
Main Street Board and committees
for your courage and hard work!
Thank you, downtown merchants
for your patience through this project. Thank you, city and county off]
cials for helping and supporting this
work, with your time, your expertise
and your encouragement.
Judge Elkins, you must be the
happiest judge in the state with all
this money funneled here to update
the courthouse and annex and to
make the downtown so attractive.
And I know you must be appreciative to all those who made it happen!
Please join me with a "positive
attitude" toward our new downtown! You may be surprised at the
wonderful things you can buy there,
the wonderful people you will meet,
and the nice, fresh appearance.
•
Even in the midst of uncertain
times, good things are happening in
our community! Let's count our
blessings!
Thanks to all those who give so
much to help us all!
Wilma Billington
Murray KY

opened with "America the Beautiful," and
moved on through a series of Negro spirituals,
including "Nobody Knows the Trouble I've
Seen."
By Lawrence L. Knutson/AP Writer
"The issue that everyone had tried to avoid at
seated in the "colored only" area, there was little the memorial's dedication some 15 years earlier
WASHINGTON (AP)— Anchored on the
expectation that the monument would one day
now came forward front and center," Meyer
National Mall, the monuments that stand as the
he considered a pre-eminent symbol of racial
writes.
nation's tributes to its greatest leaders can seem
justice.
Anderson allowed her music'and the setting
as unchanging as the stones they are built of.
"The Lincoln Memorial as finally approved
to speak for themselves.
But the meaning of monuments, the messages
achieved consensus by ignoring the controver"I particularly did not want to say anything
they deliver to the future, is capable of change
sies surrounding the Civil War," says Meyer, a
about the DAR (because) I did not feel I was
even if the stones are not.
professor of religion at the University of North
designed for mortal combat,- she said as she
The Lincoln Memorial is a case in point.
His book,"Myths in Stone," was pubCarolina.
same
the
exactly
looked back on the incident in her memoirs.
Outwardly, it has remained
lished last year by the University of California
Twenty-four years later, on Aug. 28, 1963, an
for the last 80 years, a pillared marble temple
even larger crowd gathered at the same place
with Daniel Chester French's massive statue of a Press.
"By saying nothing about slavery you avoid
before the same statue and demanded change.
benign and pensive Lincoln sitting where the
the rubbing of old sores," said one of those
Martin Luther King Jr. looked out over an
ancient Greeks might have placed Athena or
involved with the project.
audience estimated at 200,000, took note of his
Zeus.
The theme of union and reconciliation was
surroundings and transformed the Lincoln
But the way people perceive Lincoln's
in the monament's stones. The 13
embedded
decades.
eight
in
transformed
been
has
Memorial permanently.
memorial
steps to architect Henry Bacon's main platform
"Five score years ago, a great American, in
Symbolically, it is a different place than it was
whose symbolic shadow we stand today, signed
when it Was dedicated on Memorial Day 1922. It represented the original states. The 36 pillars
marked the number of states in Lincoln's time.
the Emancipation Proclamation," he began.
is one of history's ironiei that the audience for
"This momentous decree came as a great beacon
the dedication of a memorial to the author of the The 48 carved festoons, or moldings, near the
roofline stood for The number of states when the
of hope to millions of Negro slaves who had
Emancipation Proclamation was segregated by
built.
was
memorial
been scarred in the flame of withering injustice."
race.
All of this started changing in the spring of
Even though not a stone of the memorial had
"Monuments have a way of changing, and
1939, when world-renowned opera singer
changed, King had recast the message that the
even reversing, the meanings initially given to
Marian Anderson was barred by the Daughters
Lincoln Memorial's builders had wanted to projthem," says scholar Jeffrey F. Meyer. "Years
of the American Revolution from singing in the
ect.
pass, eyents occur at them, and one day when
group's Constitution Hall because she was black.
Meyer concludes:
the fog lifts over the Potomac we see a different
There was a newspaper storm about that, and
"In the events that have taken place there, the
memorial."
the idea bubbled up to President Franklin
songs sung, the speeches made and the prayers
The Lincoln Memorial's planners played
offered, Americans have woven a new fabric of
down issues that were still divisive. They shaped Roosevelt that she be invited to sing "at the feet
meaning, rendering the Lincoln Memorial a
the monument's symbolism not on the freeing of of Lincoln" on Easter afternoon.
At 5:30 p.m. on April 9, 1939, Anderson sang symbol of black freedom" and more generally a
slaves but on Lincoln's struggle to save the
for about 75,000 people on the monument
symbol of racial equality and resistance to
Union and on the reconciliation between North
grounds and a radio audience of millions. Calm
oppression.
and South that followed the Civil War.
and dignified, her voice a velvety contralto, she
At the monument's dedication, with blacks

Washington Yesterday

Editorial Roundup
The following is a roundup wealth, according to Chandler's
of editorials published by office.
It's easy to get on the list. Just
Kentucky newspapers for your
use as needed. The editorials call 1-800-671-7701 toll-free or
comment on a variety of go to the attorney general's Web
issues of interest to Kentucky site at http://www.law.state.ky.us.
Some 20 states, including
residents. Some editorials
may have been condensed for Kentucky, have now passed laws
space purposes. These edito- to establish a do not call registry.
But the telemarketers, a $612
rials are not to be mistaken as
representing a position taken billion industry in the United
States, don't like them. In fact, a
by The Associated Press.
no-call bill died in the Senate on
Post. the last day of the 2001 General
Kentucky
The
Assembly session..
Covington
But not this year. Just think,
All of those legislators who
opposed the new state law that dinner without the phone interwill ban telemarketers from pes- rupting.
Even those legislators who
tering Kentuckians should take
opposed a no-calls law for so
note.
Already a third of Kentucky s long might want to get on the list.
Daily News. Bowling Green
residential home telephone numthere was an
Recently,
the
on
placed
been
have
bers
state's no-calls list that restricts announcement that the statetelemarketers from calling phone funded Student and Family
numbers on it, Attorney General Enrichment grant was being
dropped. Then, Gov. Patton
Ben Chandler's office reports.
The telemarketing law takes decided to apply $14 million in
effect July 15. But the no-calls list leftover insurance funds normally
is already available to telemar- returned to school districts
keters so they have plenty of toward the budget shortfall for
the fiscal year ending June 30.
notice.
Communities across Kentucky
The list contains 610,000
phone numbers out of some 1.8 are beginning to feel the effects
million residential phone num- of the tightening revenue noose
bers in the common- in Frankfort. Then there is the

continuing inability by legislators
to work out a budget compromise
that could have prevented finding
the funds needed for a program
like SAFE that helped combat
drugs, gangs and violence and
assisted with homework.
Who says decisions made by
bureaucrats don't affect people
at the local level?
By not returning the insurance
flex funds — moneys unused
from the $234 per employee contribution the state makes toward
an account used by workers for
health-related items — the governor is denying local schools the
opportunity to hire more teachers
or otherwise bolster their
schools.
Returning at least a portion of
the money could provide funding
for some programs that districts
deferred because of Frankfort's
indecision.
Granted, the governor is in a
tough spot. With the state facing
more than a half-billion-dollar
deficit, the scramble to find any
available funds is understandable.
In this case, however, there is
a chance to at least show that no
matter the budget situation, a

The State Journal, Frankfort
There always will be skeptics,
of course, but the evidence is
mounting that Kentucky is doing
all the right things to test and
measure the progress being
made in public schools under
KERA.
The Princeton Review took a
look at the way education is
assessed in all 50 states and the
District of Columbia. Kentucky
ranked in a four-way tie for
eighth place.
Earlier in Education Week, in
its annual Quality Counts report
card on the quality of schools in
the United States, Kentucky was
only one of three states to earn
an "A" for its school accountability and learning standards.
The Princeton Review study
cited Kentucky's Commonwealth
Accountability Testing System
(CATS) for such "sophisticated"
testing methods as openresponse essays, alignment with
the statewide curriculum and
support for schools that are
struggling.
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Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at
270-753-1927 or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071.
Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number! For questions, call Eric Walker at
753-1916, ext. 21.

strong educational system is the
key to the commonwealth's permanent prosperity.
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Special reunions add
joy to person's life
Reunions of families and friends can be such a joy.
Seeing family members or friends that you haven't
seen for over a year or more brings such joy.
We were privileged to be able to attend a
Workman and Friends Hootenanny at the Kentucky
Lake home of a cousin, Max Workman and wife,
Carol, on Sunday at 1 p.m.
This is the second year Max and Carol have hosted the event including a fish fry with Bobby and Fran
Knight as caterers. Many memories were recalled
Jo's
and some of the grandchildren and great-grandchilDatebook dren saw family members they had not seen or
By Jo Burkeen known before.
Rides in the pontoon and other boats were enjoyed
Community
by
many of those attending. The magnolia trees in
Editor
the Workman yard were also impressive.
Going out Industrial Road in Murray, we were impressed with the
large American flag flying at Murray Mold and Die. Other businesses
have flags flying throughout the city. The businesses along Industrial
Road are impressive in their design and the way they keep their yards.
This makes a wonderful impression to people who visit or just drive
through Murray and Calloway County.

Freedom Fest
pageant winners
Supreme winners of the Freedom Fest Beauty Pageant held June 22 at
10 a.m. at Murray State University Curris Center have been announces
as follows:
Age division 0 to 2 years - Kennedy Jones, daughter of Darren and
Danette Jones of Murray;
Age division 3 to 4 years - Kayla Winstead, daughter of David and
Leslie Winstead of Murray;
Boy's division - Connor Austin Paschall-, son of Chris and Sharon
Paschalk?f Hazel;
Age division 5 to 8 years - Morgan'Adams, daughter of Jimmy and
Mitzi Adams;
Age division 9 years and up - Carlee Knight, daughter of Dal and
Debbie Knight of Bremen.
Overall Most Beautiful were Kennedy Jones,0 to 4; Jansen Barrett,
Calvert City, 5 to 8; Sara Lera Bryant, Hazel,9 ang up.
Overall Most Handsome boy - Connor Austin Ptschall, Hazel.

Co-ed Church Softball league planned
Kirksey Ball Park will sponsor a co-ed church softball league this fall.
The league will start July 15.(The word, church, was omitted inadvertently in previous announcements.) If interested, church members may call
Dianna Phillips, 1-270-527-2072, or Pam Deitz, 489-2944. A planning
meeting will be tonight (Tuesday), July 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the Kirksey Ball
Park.

Photo provided

WINNER...Connor Austin Paschall, 9 months, son of Chris
and Sharon Paschall and grandson of Sherrie and Billy
Paschall of Hazel and Pauline Riley and Alice Lewis of
Lawrenceburg, Ind., was named Supreme King, most
handsome overall, most photogenic, and fourth alternate
in age group at the 2002 Freedom Fest Pageant.

Art Guild plans workshop
Murray Art Guild will host a workshop for students in sixth, seventh and
eighth grade the week of July 22 to 26. Classes with limited enrollment will
be from noon to 3 p.m. each day. Mickey Garrison, art teacher at Calloway
County Middle School, will be the instructor in drawing, watercolor and
sculpture primarily. For more information and to enroll call Alesia Parker,
759-0120, or Brenda Marquardt, 753-7R78.

Kids' Parade registration being taken
Registrations for the Kids Parade, held as part of the Freedom Fest activities are being taken at the YMCA of Murray. The Kids'• Parade is a free
event for children, ages 0 to 8, who dress up in a patriotic theme.
Parents/Guardians must complete the registration form for the event, taking
play on Saturday, July 6, at 2 p.m. at the Old City Park. For more information call Michelle Hansen at 762-7410 or Dottie Kraemer at 759-9622.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday, July 3, at 10;30 a.m. at
the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. For more information call
Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015. '

Photo provided

WINNER...Cody Allen Paschall, two-year-old son of Chris
and Sharon Paschall and grandson of Sherrie and Billy
Paschall of Hazel and Pauline Riley and Alice Lewis of
Lawrenceburg, Ind., was named king in 0-3 category of
2002 Freedom Fest Pageant.
Photo provided

WINNER...Kennedy Jones,2, daughter of Darren and Danette
Jones, was named Supreme Queen in 0-2 years category in the 2002 Freedom Fest Pageant. She was awarded
a crown, monogrammed pageant banner, large trophy,
doll bed, cash price and tickets to this year's Freedom
Fest concert; was also named overall most beautiful for
0-4 category receiving a crown, large trophy and doll;
and also awarded a trophy for prettiest eyes in 2-year
category.

Lassiter reunion on Saturday
Ihe annual David Elbert Lassiter family reunion will be Saturday, July
6, at 2 p.m. at Hazel Community Center.

CCHS 25-year class reunion planned
Calloway County class of 1977 will have its class reunion on Saturday,
July 6,at 6 p.m. at Murray State University's Curris Center. For more information,call Candy Hargis Webb at 753-7684 or Marilyn McKenzie York at
767-9731.

Boone breakfast on Thursday

Photo provided

The 15th annual O.B. Boone Memorial Country Ham Breakfast will be
Thursday, July 4, from 6 to 9:30 a.m. in First United Methodist Church,
Murray. This country ham and egg breakfast is being sponsored by Boy
Scout Troop 77. Admission will be $6 for adults and $4 for children 12 and
under. Tickets can be purchased from any troop member. For information
call Painter at 437-4277 or Alexia Pritchett at 437-4222.

WINNER...Reagan
Nicole Pittenger, 3,
daughter of Dennis
and Stacey Pittenger of Murray,
placed first runnerup, receiving a trophy and Teddy
Bear in the Freedom Fest Pageant.
She also received
trophies for most
beautiful, prettiest
eyes and best personality.
She
received a total of
119.3 points out of
120.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday), July
2, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn. This will be dues night. SOS is for all singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Jackie at
1-270-247-7754 or Barbara at 436-5032.

Gentry House needs furniture
Vickie Yoak, director of the Gentry House, said two special items are
needed to use in the home. Needed are an electric cooking stove and dresser or chest of drawers. Anyone having any of these items to donate may call
Yoak at the Murray-Calloway County Need Line office, phone 753-6333.
The office is located at 804 Story Ave., Murray, near Grace Baptist Church.
The Gentry House, formerly known as the Murray-Calloway County
Transitional Home, is a non-profit organization which provides temporary
emergency shelter to families experiencing a temporary crisis.

Todd reunion-party planned
The family of late Aurther and Maude Enoch-Todd of Lynn Grove will
celebrate the 75th birthday of their aunt, Lois Faye Todd-Davis, known as
"Auntie Faye" on Saturday, July 6, from 11:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the courthouse pavilion at the Murray-Calloway County Park. All relatives and
friends of Ms. Todd-Davis are invited to stop by to wish her a happy birthday. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight (Tuesday), July 2, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway
464, east of Almo.

Murray High School's class of 1977 will be having its 25th reunion on
Saturday, Aug. 3, at 6 p.m. at Murray County Club. There will also be a golf
scramble that morning at the country club. Tickets for the evening activities
are $12.50 for a single ticket or $25 for a couple. For more information,
contact Mark Vinson at 767-2204.

Lunch & Dinner — 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

970 Chestnut Street
Murray

with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce

Registration packets are available at Murray YMCA.
•
For more information call
YMCA of Murray-Calloway County 759-9622

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

DINNER SALAD $ 1.19

Paget/aft

•

(•On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

$ 1.99

SOFT DRINK

,

all photos provided

KNOW
How much house you can afford before you
commit yourself into a purchase contract?
•
•
•
•

How much will my payment be?
What about a downpayment?
30, 20, 15, fixed rate, adjustable rate?
Escrow, for what?

For the answer to these and the rest of your
questions call me to schedule an appointment.

SALE
All Spring & Summer
Childrens &
Maternity Clothes

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606
IMO

gib

man/
16111,70 OFF

79C

753-2975

DARREN JONES
Global Mortgage Link
753-7407

The first 12 teams to complete registration forms and pay $400 entry
fee will secure spot in league. Deadline for completing registration
packet, roster, and waiver forms is July 5, 2002.

161114. 914.95

SPAGHETTI

WEAVE:WAY
SpAcHerri SPEC/41 , 41r
4111;711S;kiii0-.17410°R1

MURRAY YMCA ADULT CO-ED SOFTBALL LEAGUE

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
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ANNOUNCING
Season begins July 15

MHS 1977 class reunion planned

fi."'s

Photo provided

WINNER...Kayla Don Winstead, daughter of David and
Leslie Winstead, was named Supreme Queen in the 3-4
years category in the 2002 Freedom Fest Pageant. She
also won first alternate in the 4-year-old category as
well as most beautiful, prettiest eyes and most photogenic. She received six trophies, two crowns several
toys, three tickets to Rocking Roadhouse Tour and $50
in cash.

Babie5

in Bloom

209 N. 12th St.• Murray • 753-7534
1.
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Freedom Fest tourney expands field
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
If Tab Brockman had a motto for this
weekend's second annual USSSA Freedom Fest Invitational, it would be "more
is better."
For the tournament's second season,
Brockman has assumed the role as lead
organizer from a group of Murray Mud
Dog parents who were in charge of last
year's eveet.
And with that responsibility. Brockman
has taken the tournament to a new level.
The USSSA-sanctioned baseball bonanza has now become an "official" Freedom Fest event and has doubled in size
from last summer.
"Last year, it was a very small event
with only 12 or 14 teams," said Brockman, a Murray Mud Dog parent who is
operating the tournament through his new
marketing company, Teamwork Market-

Joining the Mud Dogs in the 12-under
ing and Promotions.
"We (the Murray Mud Dogs) had been competition will be the Murray Bronco
doing these little tournaments for several League All-Stars. Locals will not field a
team for the 13years. But we wanted to turn it up a litdivision.
under
tle this year and add a few more teams."
West
the
However,
The tournament, which will include
and
Reds
Kentucky
welwill
teams,
USSSA
five divisions of
the Murray All-Stars
come approximately 38 teams from five
will compete in the
states. The three-day event begins on Fri14-under bracket.
ip
championsh
with
day and will conclude
Teams from Tengames in the 10-under, 11-under, 12-under,
and Ohio will
Indiana
Illinois,
nessee,
I3-under and 14-under divisions on Sunfeatured.
be
also
day afternoon.
"(The numbers) are still in flux right
Eight local squads will be featured in
Brockman noted. "We still have
now,"
the tournament, including the defending
who are wanting to get in,
calling
teams
recentwho
Dogs,
Mud
11-under champion
wind up with someprobably
ly captured their second straight Ken- but we'll
... The interest,.
teams
38
around
where
tucky state championship.
keen."
very
been
has
level
Vipers
Murray
the
Thunder,
The Murray
A4pcording to Brockman, Murray's annuand the Murray Dynamite will take the
Freedom Fest celebration has been a
al
the
while
field in the 10-under division
drawing card for prospective teams.
big
11-under
the
for
battle
will
Chaos
Murray
In addition to the tournament, visitors
title.

will also have the opportunity to participate in a variety of activities associated
with the Freedom Fest.
"It's more than just a baseball thing
this time," Brockman said. "We've got
fireworks, a big (country music) concert,
Family Day at the Park and all these
other things going on ... It's a big boon
for tourism, so everybody wins."
Despite large crowds for Freedom Fest
events, Brockman said hotel space in Murray was more than adequate to accommodate visiting teams and families.
"We always have a big turnout for the
concert and for all of the other events
associated with the Freedom Fest," he
explained. "But we've found out that the
majority of the people who come into
town are from this region, so they just
drive in and drive back out.
"Most of our hotels are open, so we
can accommodate all of these people ...
There is a limit to how many teams we

can have in this tournament, but the only
limit we have is hotel space."
A complete tournament schedule hasn't yet been released, but Brockman said
games will begin at 9 a.m. on Friday
and end at approximately 6 p.m. Saturday's slate will be full with competition
beginning at 8 a.m. and continuing until
approximately 10 p.m.
Semifinals competition will be held
Sunday morning, with the championship
games scheduled for that afternoon.
Admission to the event includes a onetime fee of $5 per person for the entire
weekend.
"There will be about 12 to 18 games
per division and around 70 to 75 total
games, so the value (of the pass) averages out to about 30 cents per game,"
Broclunan claimed. "It's a great deal for
the people who are visiting Murray and
for the citizens of Murray who want to
watch some good baseball."

Masthay, Dial Cards beat heat, make moves
s
shut
rs,
home
iams
Will
Pitchers
receive honors down Padres on mound
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High graduate Tom Masthay and Calloway County juniorto-be Shameka
received
Dial
honors from the
Kentucky Track
and Cross CounCoaches
try
Association for
their performances during the
2002 track and
field season.
Masthay
Masthay was
named Kentucky's Class A boys'
athlete of the year after he defended his state titles in the 110- and
300-meter hurdles and was the
second leg of the Tigers' victorious 400-meter relay team.
Masthay, the second leg of that
relay along with Sean Clemson,
Kwen Trice and Brandon Wells,
also finished fourth in the long jump
as Murray — the 2001 state champions — came in sixth in the

team standings at this year's meet
June I at the University of Kentucky's Shively Track Complex in
Lexington.
Masthay and
the Tigers won
their 11th consecutive Class A
region
First
championship
May 25 at Murray State's Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Meanwhile,
Dial
Dial was selected as the state's
sophomore athlete of the year after
coming 3/4 of an inch shy of winning the AAA girls' shot put state
crown.
Dial, who came in third at
regionals in Henderson a week
before earning the runner-up trophy at state, threw the shot over
41 feet earlier this season to win
the Henderson County Invitational.

Yankees' move
secures Mondesi
BOSTON(AP)— George Steinbrenner cares more about the 24
home runs or more Raul Mondesi hit for seven straight seasons
than the $5.5 million he'll pay
his newest player this year.
When the New York Yankees
need help, Their owner opens his
wallet.
"Our outfield has been depleted and when Joe needs something,
I'm going to do everything I can
,' Steinbrenner
to get it for
said.
"And the Way our fans are supporting us day after day, I've got
to step forward for them, too."
Now it's Mondesi's turn to step
forward for manager Joe Torre in
right field where Shane Spencer
and John Vander Wal have been
inconsistent. Mondesi is hitting a
career-low .224 but has 15 homers
and 45 RBIs.
He is expected to join the Yankees for today's home game against
Cleveland.
The Yankees were idle Monday when the trade was made
about 20 minutes before Toronto's 4-0 loss to Boston.
They sent the Blue Jays 26year-old reliever Scott Wiggins, a
seventh-round draft pick in 1997.
The lefty was 2-1 with a 2.28
ERA in 24 appearances for Double-A Norwich.
Mondesi's move from a team
13 games under .500 to one 19
games over .500 and leads the AL
East could provide a spark.
"I think Mondi's going to be
rejuvenated," Toronto pitcher Steve
Parris said.
Mondesi did not comment as
he left Fenway Park after the
game.
The Yankees called on Saturday and were the only team to
inquire about Mondesi, Toronto
general manager J.P. Ricciardi said.
They're one of the few teams that
could afford him.
They'll pay Mondesi $,7 mil-

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Woody
Williams ignored the 96-degree
heat and just kept pitching.
Williams hit his second career
home run and won for the fourth
time in five starts, working eight
strong innings as the St. Louis
Cardinals beat the San Diego
Padres 7-3 Monday night.
"I had no idea what the temperature was," Williams said."I'm
from the sauna. It was cold out
there."
Williams is from the Houston
area.
Jim Edmonds, Miguel Cairo
and Albert Pujols also homered
off rookie Oliver Perez, 20, the
youngest player in the major
leagues.
The Cardinals rebounded after
losing two of three to the Reds
over the weekend, remaining tied
for the NL Central lead with
Cincinnati.
"You knew Woody was going
to step up," manager Tony La
Russa said.
"But I really felt good about
our everyday club. We've got
real good toughness on this team
and this is a day you've got to
show your toughness."
Edmonds, the only left-handed batter in the lineup against
the left-handed Perez, hit a tworun shot an estimated 457 feet
to the upper deck in right in the
first.
Williams and Cairo hit con-

secutive homers in the third and
Pujols connected for his teamleading 17th homer for two more
runs in the fifth.
"He was throwing hard, but
he was a little out of control,"
Cairo said. "We took advantage
of it every time."
Ray Lankford, traded for
Williams last August in a tleal
that propelled the Cardinals to
the NL wild card, hit a—two-run
homer for the Padres in the sixth
but struck out his other three
trips. San Diego has lost five of
six.
Williams (6-3) gave up three
TAKE FOUR...Jim Edmonds
runs on five hits with seven
of four Cardinals to
strikeouts and two walks. He was one
runs in Monday's
home
hit
homered to right off Perez's first
the Padres.
over
win
7-3
homer
first
his
pitch of the third,
since connecting off Kirk Rueter zalez. 'They got me good. It wason July 20, 2000, at San Fran- n't my day."
cisco.
The Cardinals are 15-1 against
Williams is batting .250 (5- the Padres the last three seasons.
for-20) for the year with three Dating to 1999, the Padres are 3RBIs, but said he wouldn't lord 22 in St. Louis.
that over his former teammates.
"Things haven't been going well
"I don't talk about that kind for us," center fielder Mark Kotof stuff," he said.
say said. "We haven't been able
Perez (2-1) allowed only one to get these guys for a while and
homer in his first three career it's frustrating."
starts over 18 2-3 innings, but
Ramon Vazquez singled, stole
he surrendered three to the first second and eventually scored on
10 batters he faced. The Cardi- a wild pitch as the Padres got
nals led 5-1 after three innings the game's first run in the first
and 7-1 after five.
inning. The next pitch, Williams
"I made a lot of mistakes and struck out Lankford for the final
they got me," Perez said through out.
an interpreter, catcher Wiki Gon-

recalled,
demoted
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals, struggling on
their final homestand before the
All-Star break, juggled their
bullpen Monday by optioning
struggling right-hander Gene
Stechschulte to Triple-A Memphis and recalling right-hander
Mike Crudale from Memphis.
Stechschultt, 6-2 with a 4.78
ERA, is coming off two dismal outings.
He loaded the bases with no
outs in the 11th inning of a 72 loss to Milwaukee on Thursday, then gave up a two-run
home run to Aaron Boone in
the ninth inning of Sunday's
12-8 loss to Cincinnati.
The demotion was Stechschulte's second this year, but
manager Tony La Russa doesn't expect him to be down for
too long.
"It's hard for me — and I
told him, too — to think .about
our ballclub in the second half
without him being a big part
of it," La Russa said.
Crudale, beginning his third
stint with the Cardinals this
year, was 1-0 with a 1.84 ERA
and seven saves at Memphis.

Henman makes it ook difficult

NEW BOMBER...The Yankees
acquired the services of slugging outfielder Raul Mondesi in a two-player trade with
Toronto on Monday.
lion next season while the Blue
Jays pick up the remaining $6
million of his $13 million salary.
The Red Sox, 1 1/2 games
behind New York, haven't obtained
a position player despite a recent
slump.
"I could care less what the Yankees do: Only they can control
it," Boston's Shea Hillenbransl said.
"With who we have here, we're
very capable of winning the World
Series."
The Yankees won four of the
last six World Series, but since
Paul O'Neill retired after last season they haven't adequately
replaced him in right field.
Despite leading the majors in
homers and runs and beating the
New York Mets 8-0 Sunday night,
Steinbrenner wanted more.
"We'll get better," he said after
that game.

WIMBLEDON, 'England (AP)
— Tim Henman and his legion
of British fans didn't think it would
be this nerve-racking.
He was supposed to sail through
the early rounds in his latest attempt
to become the first homegrown
men's champion since 1936. But
if he keeps struggling this way
against lower-ranked opponents,
what will happen when he faces
a top. player — such as No. 1
Lleyton Hewitt?
Henman overcame an upset
stomach, a 1-hour, 50-minute rain
suspension and breaks of serve in
the fourth and fifth sets Monday
to advance to the quarterfinals with
a five-set victory over 45th-ranked
Michel Kratochvil.
Henman needed help from
smelling salts, his opponent's 17
double faults and a boisterous crowd
to scrape through 7-6 (5), 6-7 (2),
4-6, 6-3, 6-2.
When Kratochvil missed a forehand return to end the 4:13 match,
Henman raised his arms and gazed
skyward — more in relief than
celebration.
"I don't know who kept me
alive but the crowd can take a
lot of Credit," Henman said.
"Because at two sets to one and
2-1 down in the fourth, I was out
of there. I can't quite figure out
how I won. I'm just so happy to
still be alive."
Henman, who reached the semifinals in three of the past four
years,.came in as the pre-tournament betting favorite. -He carries
immense national expectations in
his quest to give Britain its first

DAVE CAULKIN/AP Photo
women's singles
their
during
Rubin
Chanda
to
returns
Williams
.Serena
BACK AT YOU..
fourth-round match on Centre Court Monday at Wimbledon.
both two wins froile
men's winner since Fred Perry 66 because of darkness and to resume Serena are
third Grand Slam
their
in
meeting
Tuesday.
years ago.
months.
10
in
final
who
Williams,
Top-seeded Venus
Another British player, CanadiNo. 4 Monica Seles was paired
an-born Greg Rusedski, is also has spent only 3:53 on court in
No. 6 Justine Henin, last
against
still in contention but in danger her first four matches, was schedfinalist. No. 3 Jenlosing
year's
Centre
on
of elimination. He and Belgium's uled up first Tuesday
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SCOREBOARD:
ese Second-guessing
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Sutter

Stato Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAG UE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
Atlanta
30 634
—
52
Montreal
42
39 519
9 1/2
Florida
42
40 512 10
New York
494 11 1/2
41
40
Philadelphia
43 .463 14
37
Central Division
L Pot. GB
W
St. Louis
36 544
43
Cincinnati
44
37 543 —
Houston
44 450
7 1/2
36
Pittsburgh
8
36
45 444
47 413 10 1/2
Chicago
33
Milwaukee
52 .366 14 1/2
30
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
51
Los Angeles
31 .622 —
48
Arizona
33 .593
2 1/2
San Francisco
4 1/2
46
35 568
Colorado
44 470 12 1/2
39
San Diego
49 .410 17 1/2
34
Today's Games
Mets (Astacio 7-3) at Philadelphia
(Adams 4-5). 605 p.m.
Milwaukee (Ouevedo 3-6) at Pittsburgh (J.
Anderson 6-8), 605 p.m
Houston (Miller 3-3) at Cincinnati (Hamilton
3-5), 6110 p.m
Montreal (Colon 0-0) at Atlanta (Moss 4-2).
6.35 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Lieber 6-4) at Florida (Penny
3-3). 705 p.m.
San Diego (Jarvis 2-3) at St. Louis (B
Smith 0-5), 710 p.m.
San Francisco (Jensen 7-6) at Colorado (Neagle 4-5), 8:05 p.m.
Los Angeles (Daal 6-3) at Arizona (Helling
7-5), 9:05 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
•
L Pct. GB
New York
31 617 —
50
Boston
47
31 603
1 1/2
Baltimore
38
41
481
11
Toronto
46 418 16
33
Tampa Bay
51
28
354 21
Central Division
•
L Pct. GB
Minnesota
47
36 566 —
40
Chicago
42 488 6 1/2
Cleveland
37
43 463 81/2
Kansas City
31
48 392 14 '
Detroit
27
52 342 18
West Division
W
L
52
30
47
33
46
36
35
45

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

Pct. GB
.634 —
.588
4
.561
6
.438 16

Today's Games
Toronto (Carpenter 1-1) at Boston (Wakefield 2-3), 12,05 p m., first game
Toronto (Smith 0-2) at Boston (Kim 1-0),
6105 p.m., second game
Cleveland (Drese 7-6) at N.Y. Yankees
(Clemens 8-3), 605 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Sturtze 1-8) at Texas (Rogers
8-4), 705 p.m.
Detroit (Bernero 2-3) at Chicago White Sox
(Ritchie 4-10), 7105 p.m.
Baltimore (Lopez 6-3) at Anaheim (Ortiz 85), 9:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Reed 6-4) at Oakland (Zito 103), 9:05 p.m.
Kansas City (Byrd 10-5) at Seattle (R_Soriano 0-3), 905 p.m.

Racer soccer signs

Tennessee standout
Staff Report
team's leading scorer, earning allregion and all-district first-team
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State women's soccer honors.
head coach
She also earned all-region and
Minielli
Mike
announced the signing of mid- all-district first-team honors in
fielder/forward Leslie Whitehead her sophomore season in 1999,
and was named to the all-disfor the 2002-03 school year.
Whitehead earned three letters trict second team and all-region
in soccer at Science Hill High honorable mention in her freshSchool in Johnson City, Tenn., man season in 1998.
as well as two letters each in
Murray State opens its 2002
track and cross country. She helped season — the third varsity seathe Bristol (Tenn.) Bullets Under- son for the Racers — on Aug.
18 club team to the 2001 Divi- 18 with a home exhibition game
sion II state championship.
against Midway College.
Whitehead also played for the
The Racers play another exhiAsheville (Tenn.) Splash women's bition on Aug. 23 at Southern
reserve team and HFC Quest U- Indiana before opening the reg18 team last year and the 84 ular-season schedule on Aug. 30
Lady Falcons U-17 team in 2000. against Belmont in the Southeast
Whitehead captained the SCHS Tdurriarnent at Cape Girardeau,
Toppers last season, and was the Mo.

SportsBriefs
HENDERSON, Ky. — T.J. Hargrove of Hazel and Tyler Buckingham and
Alex Wellinghurst of Murray both earned top-15 finishes in the boys' 13-14 age
division of Monday's KGA-PGA Pepsi Junior Golf Tour event at The Player's
Club of Henderson.
Hargrove shot a 75 to win the tournament by four strokes over Cameron
R. Carrico of Owensboro, making the turn at 34 before carding a 41 over the
back nine.
Buckingham (39-42) tied Jordan McNichols of Cadiz for fourth place with
an 81, one shot behind Riley Pumphrey of Henderson Wellinghurst finished
11 th with an 88 (44-44)
Tryouts for the Mayfield Hurricanes 12-and-under competitive baseball team
will be held July 15 and July 22 at the Mayfield ballpark The team, consisting of players born after Aug 1, 1990, will play tournaments in Murray and
Mayfield
For more information contact coach Rick Reed at 270-674-5924 or 270210-4804 or e-mail him at rareed@wk net
The annual Lions Club Journey for Sight 5K Run will be held Thursday
beginning at 730 a m at Murray High School Registrations will be taken prior
to the race starting at 6 30 a m
The $10 entry fee per person includes a T-shirt for all participants, and trophies will be presented to the top three finishers in each of the 11 male and
female age divisions The male and female overall winners will also receive a
$20 cash award.
Applications are available at the Murray Tourism Commission and the YMCA

For more information, call Ken Purcell at 753-8233.

sours Brenly's
All-Star stint
PHOENIX (Al') — Ariz.ona Diamondbacks manager Bob Brenly
says that the difficulty of selecting the pitchers and reserves for
the National League and the criticism that followed has soured his
first experience as an All-Star manager.
"I challenge anybody out there
who thinks this is easy to try to
do it, and then face the criticism
afterward," Brenly said before Arizona opened a three-game series
against Los Angeles on Monday
night. "This is one of the worst
things I've ever had to do."
Brenly chose six players from
his defending World Series champion Diamondbacks and left off
such names as Andruw Jones of
Atlanta and Paul Lo Duca of the
Dodgers.
Lo Duca obviously was upset.
He wouldn't talk about the subject before Monday's game.
"If it's about the All-Star game,
I've got nothing to say about that,"
he said as he brushed past reporters.
Brenly said there's no way to
please everyone.
"This is a no-win proposition
for whoever has to pick this ball
club," Brenly said, "and you're
going to get criticism from a mil-

lion different directions, no matter who you pick. I think that's
really kind of taken some of the
luster off what I was hoping would
be a really enjoyable experience."
With no Arizona players voted
onto the starting lineup by fans,
Brenly chose as reserves pitchers
Randy Johnson, Curt Schilling and
Byung-Hyun Kim, along with outfielder Luis Gonzalez and second
baseman Junior Spivey. As reserve
catchers, Brenly chose Arizona's
Damian Miller and San Francisco's Benito Santiago, and left off
Lo Duca.
"Up until # couple of weeks
ago, Craig Counsell was going to
be the seventh Diamondback on
the All-Star roster," Brenly said,
"then he went into a tailspin on
that East Coast trip. He has started to recover. unfortunately, it's
just a little too late."
Brenly said that with the 'possible exception of Florida's Mike
Lowell, Counsell's numbers hold
up against any- third baseman in
the league.
Dodgers manager Jim Tracy
would not criticize Brenly's selections, even though 11-game winner Kazuhisi Ishii and Lo Duca
were left off the team.

Brazil back on top
YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP) —
Senegal wasn't supposed to beat
France. The United States wasn't
supposed to scare the soccer powers. And Brazil, mighty Brazil, wasn't supposed to run off with the
World Cup.
It figures that in a tournament
filled with surprises, soccer's most
accomplished nation would be an
unexpected winner of its fifth championship, two more than any other
country.
But at the end of the first
World Cup in Asia — and first
with co-hosts — there stood Brazil,
led by the revitalized' Ronaldo.
"What created a big difference
was the individual quality of each
player, and that at certain times
was the factor that brought superiority," Brazil coach Luiz Felipe
Scolari said.
Scolari was the mastermind of
this Brazilian championship, and
he had to work harder than most
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NO. 2 WITH A BANG...Matt
McReynolds, the 8-year-old
son of Greg and Amy
McReynolds of Murray.
took second place in the
10-and-under division of
the recent Pepsi Junior
Golf Tour event at Mayfield Golf and Country
Club.

coaches just to get the South
Americans into the tournament.
Plagued by injuries and discord,
Brazil nearly didn't make it through
qualifying, and was considered an
outsider to the French, Argentines,
Italians, Spaniards and Portuguese.
But while France was losing
the opener to unheralded Senegal,
then going scoreless and out of
the World Cup after three games,
Brazil was winning its group.
While Argentina was ousted
right away, the Americans — on
the way to the qbarterfinals for
the first time since 1930 — 'and
the South Koreans combined to
knock out Portugal.
South Korea, enlivened by its
red-clad fans who stood and sang
throughout every match while millions watched on huge television
screens in city plazas, won for
the first time in six World Cup
visits.
Then it eliminated Italy and
Spain to get to the semifinals, the
best showing ever by an Asian
team.
Turkey, in its first World Cup
since 1954, also made a stunning
surge into the semis. But it lost
twice to Brazil, which ignored all
the. hubbub around it and sambaed into the title game against
Germany.
The U.S. run ended with a I0 loss to the coldly efficient Germans in the quarterfinals. It was
the best U.S. showing in a modern World Cup.

Stop by our table at the Freedom Fest concert and
purchase your season tickets for
2 adults and 2 children for only $60.00.

.60

- Tv

That's right ONLY 660.00r
for all 6 home RACER Football games.
See home game schedule below

Sept. 14
Oct. 12

SIU
TN Tech

6 pm
3 pm

(Homecoming)

Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov.
Ndv.

SEMO
Samford
TN State
IU

1:30 pm
1:30 pm'
1:30 pm
1:30 pm

HEAD OF THE CLASS...Members of the Calloway County High School softball team that received academic
awards at the team's recent awards banquet are (first
row, from left) Kelly Arnold, Lindsay Miller, Aimee Dial,
(second row) Marcy Little, Kathryn Stalls, Danielle McMillen,
Chelsea Morris, Kalyn Fox, (third row) Kim Dyer, Rebecca Cripps, Carrie Radke and Whitney Hendon. Not pictured are Amber Anderson and Marcy Boggess.

GOT SCORES? CALL 753-1916
****************

STATELINE
FIREWORKS
Discount For Church & Civic Groups

Register For
3 FREE
Assortment Packs
To Be Given Away
NOW OPEN
0% OFF
HOURS:
10 a.m.-10 p.m. Purchase With This Ad
Expires 7-5-02

Hwy. 641 South To Hazel, KY
On Right At Caution Light

family Day in the Park

MSU
T
CELEBRATE
FREEDOM FEST 2002!

.0-;4r
k4.

DIAMOND QUEENS...Members of the Calloway County
High School softball team honored during the team's
recent awards banquet are (first row, from left) Aimee
Dial, Chelsea Morris, (second row) Danielle McMillen,
Ashley Chadwick, Whitney Ragsdale, Kalyn Fox, (third
row) Jessica Greer, Carrie Radke, Sarah Scott and Whitney Hendon.

arade
p.o.

Teen Pool
Party & Luau
8-10 p.m.

&
YMCA
Resource
SPonsored AryarrOsi
Cerxtes

Bark in the Park
2-5 p.m.
Sponsored by the
Humane Society

"It's a Super
Parent Big
Event"
4 p.m.
Outstanding
Parent Essay
Contest
AA

RI Kim Jackson
Karoke

Chestnut Street Park
July 5 • 2-6 p.m.
Games • Clowns • Inflatables
Food • Bluegrass & Gospel Music
Train Rides • Petting Zoo

raftsman Workshops
3-6 p.m.

Taste of the South
2-6 p.m.

Sponsored by Lowe's

/\.N
\

For information, call the Freedom Fest Hotline at 759-2199
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Fla. police said American West
pilots were drunk before takeoff
MIAMI (AP) — A Phoenixbound jetliner was prepanng for
takeoff with 124 passengers aboard
when officials called it back to the
terminal and arrested both pilots for
allegedly being drunk in the cockpit.
Airport security screeners said
they noticed a whiff of alcohol on
two America West pilots Monday
morning when they got into a dispute over cups of coffee they wanted to bring through a checkpoint.
The screeners at „Miami
International Airport alerted officials who called police. But by the
time officers arrived, the plane had
already left the gate and was headed
for takeoff.
- The flight was called back to the
terminal and the pilots were given a
cursory sobriety test. said MiamiDade police Detective Juan
DelCastillo.
Breath tests revealed Roth pilots
had blood-alcohol levels above

0.08. Florida's legal limit for operating machinery.
Pilot Thomas Cloyd, 44, and copilot Christopher Hughes, 40, were
each charged Monday with a felony
count of operating an aircraft under
the influence and operating a motor
vehicle under the influence.
Cloyd had a 0.091 blood-alcohol
level, while Hughes registered
.0.084, DelCastillo said. Federal
Aviation Administration rules prohibit pilots from dnnking alcohol
eight hours before flying a plane.
America West's policy is 12 hours.
The two men viere released on
$7.000 bond each late Monday.
Arraignment was set for July 22.
The pilots have been suspended
with pay pending an investigation
by the airline, said Patty Nowack,
an America West spokeswoman.
"We are indeed conducting an
investigation," Nowack said. "If
these pilots did have alcohol in their
system, they will be terminated."

Doctors caution against heat exposure
Heat exhaustion is a dangerous
For some, there is nothing bettci
than having a job that is outside — condition that often causes the
no stuffy offices, no neck ties and no employee to collapse. Heat exhaustion is generally associated with
long meetings.
But working outdoors from May long periods of exposure to extreme
through September can be danger- heat. Headaches, nausea, weakness,
excessive thirst and clammy, moist
ous —and,even life-threatening.
"Overexposure to high tempera- skin generally signal heat exhaustures, limited water intake or failure tion.
"Often, construction workers,
of your body's natural temperature
workers and firefighters are
factory
regulators can cause a heatstroke or
Jameson said.
susceptible,"
most
heat exhaustion," said Robert
victim
the
for
care
To
Manager
Jameson, Loss Education
• have them rest in a cool place.
of Kentucky Employers' Mutual
• loosen any tight clothing the
heat"Most
(KEMI).
Insurance
is wearing.
victim
if
avoided
be
can
illnesses
related
• encourage them to drink cool
we remember a few basic facts, and
if we take preventative steps when water and commercial sports drinks.
Watch the victim for changes in
working outside."
According to medical experts, their condition. Vomiting, refusing
the two most serious health prob- water and loss of consciousness
lems that can develop from overex- indicate that the victim's condition
posure to heat are neat exhaustion is beginning to worsen. If the victim's condition worsens, call an
and heat stroke.
ambulance immediately. Normal
Heat Exhaustion

SHOPPES OF MURRAY

rdavvothares
SUMMER STOCK-UP

TOMORROW ONLY!

activity should not be resumed dur
ing the same day.
Heat Stroke
Heat stroke is the least common
but most severe of all heat-related
illnesses. Heat stroke results from
ignoring the early symptoms.
Prolonged exposure to extreme heat
can overwhelm the body, causing it
to begin to shut down. It can be
deadly if not cared for by medical
professionals.
Symptoms of a heat stroke
include:
• red, hot and dry skin.
• changes in consciousness.
• rapid or weak pulse.
• rapid or shallow breathing.
If these signs are evident, call an
ambulance immediately, then:
• loosen any tight clothing the
victim is wearing.
• apply cool wet cloths on the
skin and ice packs to wrists, neck,
groin and armpits to cool the large
blood vessels.

Nam.,
Beat The Heat
Jameson said that most heatrelated illness could be avoided by
remembenng two important factors
— hydration and attire.
The body needs fluids to function. As a person sweats, the body
loses much more than just water —
the body expels sodium and carbohydrates that are required for normal
bodily functions.
Water and commercial sports
drinks will provide the necessary
hydration. Drinking up to eight
ounces every 15 minutes will ensure
proper hydration. During hard labor
in extreme heat, the body burns carbohydrates at a faster rate. Sports
drinks with a carbohydrate concentration of 6 to 8 percent are recommended.
The body is designed to cool
itself in most conditions. Wearing
loose, light-colored cotton clothing
can improve the body's natural abilities.

Whitfield nabs another
$8.4 million for LBL
enjoyed the beauty and many
WASHINGTON
recreational activities that LBL has
Whitfield
Ed
Congressman
Land
to offer.
for
win
another
up
chalked
"I am pleased my colleagues in
(LBL)
Lakes
the
Between
House have once again recogthe
subcomHouse
a
when
Thursday
that LBL is a natural treasnized
$8.4
of
request
his
mittee approved
ure."
recreation
national
the
million for
Whitfield said he asked for $8.4
area.
because the Forest Service,
million
Interior
House
The
all the previousmaintaining
while
Subcommittee
Appropriations
at LBL, has not
services
existing
ly
in
request
Whitfield's
included
savings they
cost
the
realized
Bill,
Appropriations
their FY 2003
their new
once
achieve
to
expect
for
funding
most
which includes
into full
goes
plan
fedmanagement
LBL's
Service,
the U.S. Forest
effect.
eral caretaker.
The next fiscal year, which
"These funds will guarantee the
Oct. 1, will mark the fourth
begins
operaand
maintenance
.2ontinued
has worked to
Whitfield
year
at
services
and
facilities
the
of
tion
LBL," Whitfield said. "Many secure Forest Service funding for
western Kentucky residents and LBL.
In FY 2000, he obtained $7 milvisitors from far beyond have
lion after Congress discontinued
funding for TVA management and
triggered the LBL Protection Act,
authored by Whitfield and Sen.
Mitch McConnell.
The new law transferred management to the Forest Service,
with some assistance by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service. In
FY2001, Whitfield secured $8 million for LBL, followed by $8.1
million in FY 2002.
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Walk-ins Welcome

753-4703

2 FOR t•10

2 FOR t.10

2 FOR $30

MISSES SLEEV LESS
SWEATERS

MENS AMERI ANA
TEE SHIRTS

Fabulous Bright Colors.
or 5.99 ea. Reg. S34

Just in Time for Independence
Day! or 56.99 ea. Reg. S14.99

Lots of Great New Styles!
or S19.99 ea. Reg. to $32

JUNIOR
PEASANT TOPS

2 FOR

420

(270)753-1682

1702 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

N
MENS WON
SPORTSHIRTS

all

By Norman Wells .
or S12.99 ea. Reg. S25-528

II

Southside Shopping Ctr.
(acrossfmm Sirloin Stockade)

•

11
411

GAS
TRIMMER

,+
$14995

Nese)

2 FOR $20 2 FOR $20
MENS
SOLID POLOS

By Ruff Hewn & Norman Wells.

or $14.99 ea. Reg. S25-$28

JUNIOR
FASHION POLOS

314 Sleeve Lace-up & Snap Front.
or $14.99 ea. Reg. to $26

2 FOR

422

YOUNG ME S
FASHION KNITS
Chest Stripe Style

or S14.99 ea. Reg $20

2 FOR #32
MISSES FAS ION
CAPRIS

Solid. Prints & Plaids.
or 19.99 ea. Reg. to $42

GAS
BLOWER
11(

;

$14995

CHAIN SAW
017'

15995
2 FOR $12 2 FOR p5 2 FOR !)10
GIRLS
ACTIVE SHORTS

In Mesh. French Terry & More.

or 58.99 ea. Reg $14

LADIES FAS ION
BRACELETS

Entire Stock,
or S9.99 ea. Reg. to 524

LADIES FAS ION
FLIP FLOPS

Stripes. Solids. Florals & Checks
or $7.99 ea Reg 520

R $8
2 FOR
TANK TOPS
Great Summer Colors!
or 5.99 ea. Reg. S11

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Che,,t nut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Classifieds
Murrsy Ledger & I ames Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

k.al estate adsertiscd herein is suMekt to the Federal Fair
whikh nukes it illegal to adYertise any preterenke
,tion or discrimination based on rake coha religion. ex
rap iamitial AdIUN of national ongin or intention to make
,och pretercnkcs limitations or discrimination

Als, •

dre
,firs'
ther
Mur,ay
edger Td-nes vl Oresoons,bie rcg,)nik rifle
correct insertion Any ern,/ snood be repun

laws forbid diskrimmation in the sole, rental or adyrnising
-.lair based or tokirs in addition to those protekted under led

AD DEADLINES
Monday

am

Fri. 11

Tuesday

oII raa knowingly oixept any adsenising tor real estate which
'kiloton ot the law All persons are hereby intormed that all
,lungs advertised are asailabk in an equal
,rtunn) basis

Fn. 11 am.

Wednesday

Mon. 3 p.m.

Thursday

Tues 3 p.m.

Friday

Wed 3 p.m

Saturday

Wed. 3 p.m

antier asshiance with Fair Housing Advertising
.aementy kontatt 'AA Counsel kcne P
641.1000

MOIL

aNNIMIND•

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100

110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood

Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
13181'1
AI
$7.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40e'r Discount 3rd Run.
‘AI1 3 Ads Must RUII Within 6 1)c
$2.60 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide i
lINE AII)S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
r2.50 extra for Shopper 'Tut, Classified, go into Shopping (..utdeu 2.51) extra for blind box mix.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
020

020

060

Notice

Notice

Do You Believe? How Sure Are
Will You Bet Your Soul On It?
we You Call/
Rom 10 13

Do You Believe"
Acts ft 36 37

156

Help Wantec

Appliances
Large

186,

What

060
Help Wanted

Baptism Puts Us Into Christ
Are You In Chnst-r

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS

You?

You Olo€h Acts 22 16

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713

For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

Rom t.3. Gol 327
It Not Why Not/

Believe It
Obey It,
Receive It.
I Pet 3 21
2 Thess 17-9
Heb 59
Have You Obeyed The Gospel/ It Not Why Not/

160
Home Furnishings

Sonic Drive In

BIG savings on bedding,
furniture, recliners and rolla-waysl Carraway Furniture 105 N 3rd 753-1502

217 S. 12th Street
No Phone Calls Please

It Will Save You You Can Bet Your Soul On That
Need Help? Call 731 -644.7 1 33 emcCarty4ceneas net

Selection

180

FRI. JULY 5TH DEADLINE
WILL BE TUES., JULY 2ND
BY 11:00 A.M.

Picking & Proces' g Orders for Shipment
Receiving Products & Unloading Trucks
Moving & Maintaining Inventory

Requirements:

If you hove any questions call 7.53-1916

Valid Driver's License
Forklift Experience
Light to Moderate Lifting
Computer Skills w/Windows base programs
'Good Communication Skills
Experience w/UPS Online Worldship a plus.

and ask for Tommy or VII in the

classified department.

‘1
EDGER&TIMES
KR

020

Notice
PEACHES & TOMATOES
VEGETABLESgTc
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Free
Pallets

Yard Sale
YARD SALE
In New Concord
at the former
Corner Store
July 3rd-7th
Wed.-Sun.
Collectibles, trundle
bed, baby beds.
`urniture, electronics
antiques, baseball
cards, lots more
(270) 759-1668 or
(270)436-2487

060
Help Wanted

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls
[060
Help Wanted

ASSISTANTS
needed
Flexible hours, pay for performance
Call 800-320-4991
www steadysalary com

EARN $8- $15 a hour
selling Avon Lets talk
554-5797

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Apply in person at

Sonic Drive In
217 S. 12th St.
No Phone Calls Please
Ask For Richard

THE BULL PEN
Steaks andSpirits
Est.2001
is now hiring experienced
Management. Salary and benefits
depending on experience. Apply in
person 2-4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

MANAGEMENT
POTENTIAL
A5K+ income potential and benehl,.
1-01" 011111delllfill
fe‘‘ can
7S9_51() din - pm
Tuesday t Wednemla‘ 0111
ask lot Josh Johnson
FOL/N1-1'

1

5 HP Briggs + Stratton 26
inch Craftsman Deluxe
Cultivator-used 12 timesNew Condition. 759-9850
$225.00 0130.

Competitive Wage & Benefits
Send Resume to.
P.O. Box 1524. Murray, KY 42071
Duties to include:

SAT., JULY 6TH DEADLINE
WILL BE WED., JULY 3RD
BY 11:00 A.M.

j

Lawn & Garden

FULL TIME WAREHOUSE
UTILITY POSITION

Due to the Fourth of July Holiday
our deadlines have changed:

DRIVER-OWNER Operator. We wrote the book on
success! 82 cents CPM all
miles. No forced NE or
Canada. No-touch freight.
No up front money. Base
plate program. Paid tolls.
One year OTR, 23 years
old and CDL with Haz-Mat
required. Company Drivers
welcome. PTL 800-8480405.
FULL-TIME ready mix operator for local company.
Apply in person or call
(270) 753-3355 after noon
108 C C Lowry Drive
CDL Preferred but not required
HIRING HVAC Service
man. Also needing duct installers Apply at Smallman Sheet Metal 909 Arch
Street, Fulton, Kentucky.
Call (270)472-1912.
HUDDLE House, Murray.
KY now hiring Servers for
morning and midnight
shifts

Computers
COMPAQ Computer and
17" Monitor with speakers,
900 Mhz Athlon processor,
128 Meg Ram, 40 gig hard
drive. CD-RW, DVD player, Windows ME, $600
753-8630
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service

759 3556
*NEW Computer Systems
with Warrenty and 3 free
service calls $795
*Used Complete Systems
$250 to $800
Trade in welcome
Vernon's
753-7152
140

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry

INGRAM Barge Company
will be accepting applicaCASH paid for
tions for Deckhands at the
good, used guns
Kentucky Dept for EmployBenson Sporting Goods,
ment Security, 319 South
519 S 12th Murray
6th Street, Mayfield, KenGOOD used Air Conditiontucky, 42066-0000 on
er, refrigerator, stove, car7/1/02 through 7/5/02 from
peting. 753-4109
8:00 am till 3:00 pm.
150
Heavy labor background is
Articles
preferred (i.e. farming, logFor Sale
ging, construction, ect.)
You must have a valid pic*1993 OldsAchiena. runs
ture ID and Social Security
very good 126,xxx on car,
card to apply. EOE. M/FN
65,xxx on engine. $850
ROUTE Driver needed •16 ft oak stair railing and
Part Time andIor Full oak spindles. $100
Time Apply at Lambert •Smith Corona electronic
typewriter, has disc backVending 411 N 4th Street
up. $50
SUMMER Jobs
.1997 Volvo 850 Sedan
No experience
runs great. looks good
$6- $9 to start
114,xxx, former theft re1-888-974-JOBS
covery. power everything,
090
leather interior. $6,000.
Domestic & Childcare
270-75-2400

L

MRS Kim's Day care Is
now accepting enrollment
for new location We offer
care for infants- school
age For more information
please call 767-0791
WILL do office and house
cleaning 753-1016
100
Business
Opportunity

ANTIQUE Oak Glass Top
Show Case $600 080,
Fitness Flyer $75 OBO,
1996
Dyno
Compe
Chrome Bike $125 OBO.

753-0266
FRIGIDAIRE window air
conditioner 22000 BTU
used part of one season.
Call 753-5233
STRAW for sale. $2 Bale.
489-2436 if no answer
leave message.

STAY home & do mail order business Earn up to
$8,000/mo PT/FT Step
by step system We teach LARGE chest freezer, ex
you how Free booklet 1 - cellent condition $100
(270)436-5454
800-416-8471

WWW.MURRAYLEDGER.COM

320
Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom in country. No

pets Deposit Must have
references 435-4195
1 or 2br Apartments All
utilities included. Located
in Benton Must see to appreciate 354-5182.
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444

I

Rooms For Rent
MMACULATE with new
bed/ bedding, tv, aic, desk/
chair. phone Plus full
house privileges, BS TV,
wid, kitchen. Cable modem All you need is your
clothes Ph 759-3401 after
5pm.
340

Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath on
large lot, large storage
shed included (352)2911932 or (352)208-2009

3 Bedroom 1 Bath with
C/H/A, all kitchen appliances, WiD hook up, low utility, large deck. no pets.
Lease+deposit-References-$550.00. Day 7594877. After 5:00 759-4072.

1BR furnished apt. $225. 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath home
DAYLILIES
per month $100 deposit. in country close to town,
Hundreds to select from
No pets. 121 N next to fair- garage,
deck,
and
Potted $500
screened in porch (352)
grounds. 753-3139.
Stella Dore 2/S5
Select group $1 00 each
2 Bedroom 1 1/2 bath du- 291-1932 or (352) 208The Daylily Garden
plex 1411 Hillwood Drive. 2009
Puryear, TN
$425.00 month. 759-4406. 3BR brick, carport, patio,
(West of Mina Mart)
2 Bedroom, brick, shade, storage. Florida room No
Monday-Saturday 9-5
storage, patio, extra clean, pets. $575 month. 753Sunday 1 5
S345.00 no pets 753- E931
731-247-5635
E931
DAYLILIES 'over 100 variStorage Rentals
2 Story Executive type 3
eties. Freshly dug S1.00
Bedroom 2 Bath. Garage
each. Bonus with purCREEKVIEW STORAGEchase, 684 Crossland 908 North 20th Street
(Day) 752-0313 or 753- $20-$40 On Center Drive
Road, 94 West to 783
8242
Behind Tom's Grille
South/Crossland
Road.
759-4081
then go 1 mile, house on 28R 1 BA, All appliances
furnished,
Duplexes
and
the left. Monday-Friday af,MURRAY Store and Lock
753-2062 presently has
ter 4:30p m., Saturday af- Townhouses
units availaor 437-4833 after 5:00.
ter 9.00a m
ble 753-2905 or 753270
2BR Apt. C/H/A, washer/ 736
Mobile Homes For Sale
dryer furnished. No pets, 1
year lease required. $367
Neon Beach
14X76 two bedroom. 1986 a month plus deposit 615Mini-Stora
ge
with stove, refrigerator. 907-4955
All
Unit,
Size
dishwasher, washer, dryer,
2BR., Duplex (.; A
Available
sofa. Located Coach EsColeman RE 759-4118
tates, storage building,
3 and 4 bedroom house.
carport, deck. $8,500.
1-2. 3br apts. furnished.
759-8244
380
near MSU. 753-1252 or
Pets & Supplies
1982 14x70 mobile home, 753-0606
2 BR 2 BA, includes refrig3 Bedroom 2 Bath downerator, stove, dishwasher,
DOG Obedience
stairs apartment 5353 121
couch and recliner with
Master Trainer.
South 489-2296
carport .Gas/electric. 435436-2858
NEAR
3BR
MSU
4170
Coleman
RE 759-4118
POINTERS German Short
1997 16x80 3 BR 2 BA,
registered.
gas heat, electric service 4br, Diuguid Drive. Cole- Hair. AKC
ready now. $200.00 247pole, good shape, must be man RE 759-4118.
moved - $15,500. 753- EXTRA nice 1 b droom, 1 0128.
4757RAT Terrier Puppies $50
bath. applian
turn ,
2 Bedroom/1 Bath, excel- CA-CA, 1 yr lease
753-4525
1
lent condition, 2 decks. ap- month deposit 753-2905
REGISTERED
pliances and new carpet
•EXTRA nice 1 br in UniAussie's For Sale
Must be moved. $6,500
3-Merle Males 3-Females
versity Heights All apOBO (513) 769-3454 or
6 Weeks
plainces. Lease, no pets,
(270) 436-2920.
Wormed and first shots
deposit S325 /mo
HIGH ON QUALITY, low
S250 -$200
Large very nice 3 or 4br
527-2904
on price. 4 Bedroom/2
duplex Fallbrook All apBath, 2003 Sunshine startplainces Lease, no pets,
290
ing at $49.900.00
deposit $740 /mo
Livestock & Supplies
Arrowhead Home Sales753-4937 Day
3124 Kwy. 79N.-Pans, TN
759-8926 Nights
Monday-Saturday 9:00AM
REGISTERED Mare
12 years old
TO 6.00 PM
Gentle, $1000.00
PICTURESKY and private. EXTRA nice 2br -1 5 bath
(731)232-6165
well maintain, 7 mi. from townhouse appliances furnished W'D 1yr lease, 1
Murray. Fully furnished
Utilities paid. $400 per month deposit No pets SQUARE bales. Bermuda
ha 759-1021
month 753-0546 or 442- 753-2905
410
9104.
EXTRA roomy 2Br , 2
SHOP COOL'!! Our mod- bath. WI garage, applian_Ic
els are air conditioned for
es furnished. 1yr. lease &
FOR your
comfort
your
while you 1 month deposit. No Pets
Real Estate and
check out the Sunshine 753-2905
Personal Contents
difference
Arrowhead .FURNISHED tbr $265
Home Sales-3124 Hwy
Sales to Auction
1br not furnished $245
79N-Paris, TN Monday
Call
270-753-5086
Lease, no pets. deposit
Wayne Wilson
Saturday 9 00AM
TO
6 OOPM
Or
.2br in country. 15 miles
270-527-2931
out $250 Lease. no pets,
Roger Stubblefield
Mobile Homes For Rent
deposit

753-3853

753-4937 8-5
2 Bedroom $275 00. 2
Bedroom $225 00. 753E012.

LARGE 1 Bedroom includes washer and dryer
759-5885

LARGE 2br, 1 bath duplex
in private area Central
gas heat & air. utility room,
2 Bedroom, No pets 753- no pets, lease plus depos9866
it 759-1087
2BR.. Rent to own 14x70 NICE 2br duplex Carport
Coleman RE 759-4118
and appliances 1817
IN Hazel 2 Bedroom 492- Ridgewood 753-7457

RENTED

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worttf
.135
Lake Property

410

VISA

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION
SATURDAY•JULY 13 + 10:00 A.M.
SPRINGVILLE, TN
2 HOUSES SELLING AT AUCTION IN
MOON SUBDIVISION
HOUSE AUCTION NO. 1
Auction held on property 305 Patrick Drive,
Moon Subdivision on Kentucky Lake next
to Mansard Island Resort. In Paris go
NOrtheast on Hwy. 79 toward Paris
Landing 10 miles, Right on Antioch Road
towards Buchanan & Mansard Resort. Go
3,2 miles to curve, 4/10 mile Mansard
Island Resort. Left on Patrick Drive
Ansil & Pat Boals Property Owners,
Paris, TN
3,110 SQ. FT. LAKE VIEW RESIDENCE 2,750 SQ. FT. HEATED AREA - 3 LOTS
Very Clean - Nice Wallpaper - Great View
- 3 Sides. 20' x 20' Living & Dining with
Hardwood. Vaulted Ceiling, Carpeted
Family Room, Fireplace. Kitchen with Sun
Light, Oak Cabinets, Center Island,
Service Area with Cabinets & Pantry, 3
Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths. 25' x 23'
Sunroom, Utility, Central Heat & Air, 2 Car
Garage. Front & Rear Porch, Beautiful
Wallpaper & Border Throughout, Insulated
Windows
HOUSE AUCTION NO. 2 SELLS 11:00 A.M.
Auction held on property 67 Patrick Drive,
Moon Subdivision on Kentucky Lake next
to Mansard Island Resort.
Mary Vasel Estate Residence,
Jeanette O'Brien, Owner,
Springville. TN
2,260 SQ. FT. RESIDENCE 1,467 SQ. FT. HEATED AREA - 2 LOTS
Vinyl Sided Home with Large Living Room,
Dining Area, Kitchen, White Porcelain
Cabinets. Cookstove
8i Refrigerator
included. 3 Bedrooms. Bath & Utility. New
Central Heat Pump & Air Conditioning,
Hardwood & Carpeted Floors, Wrap
Around Front Porch. Rear Carport. Metal
Roof, New Heat Pump. Great, Second
Home or Permanent Residence in the
Heart of Kentucky Lake Resorts & Golf
Courses. Great Fishing, Boating &
Recreational Area.
Looking for a Cottage or Home?
Don't Miss These Opportunities!
Restricted Area - Well Maintained
Houses & Lots
A Pre-Auction Inspection is invited.
Contact Alexander Auctions & Real Estate
Sales, phone: 731-587-4244

OPEN HOUSES - SUNDAY, JULY 7
1:30 • 4:00 P.M.
DISCLOSURE: Residence could be painted with Lead
Based paint.
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 20% down day of auction.
Balance payable within 30 days upon delivery of Deed.
Come See us: wwsv.alexanderauctions.com
For

more-Information or brochure, call:

Alexander
Auctions & Real Estate •Sales
Nix,in I, Ut %Josh r. I 11 11/1iIIMtvr 1j.0; in. Iir, k, sl..-1.so
IN I niNer.it, •trett Nlartin
I\ WS'- I Illi.t. ,- I , F-s'-42.11.4

460

460
Homes For Sale

I

Homes For Sale

1 Bath. Brick. Carport, 24'x30', Detatched
8526.
garage, 24' pool, 5 miles
RED OAKS APTS.
SMALL 2BR $225 per
N on old 641 $65,000
Special
month 753-6012
OBO.
753-5301
$100 Deposit
Acreage
2BR brick home for sale in
320
1BR From $280
Lynn Grove area Very BEAUTIFUL Mmi Farm, 10
Apartments For Rent
2BR From $325
6 9 Acres beautiful lake reasonable priced Call acres with excellent road
Call Today!
frontage 2000 Fleetwood
view Excellent deer hunt- 435-4568 or 435-4577
1 Bedroom apartment fur
753-8668.
28x80 on slab with
ing in New Concord off of 3 Bedroom 3
1/2 Bath
nished near KY lake, no VERY nice
2 BR 1 BA road 444 about 13 mi(es House. shop. Tobacco blocked foundation Call
pets 436-6105
apartment Appliances in- South of Murray. has well barn, Log cabin on 14 489-2945 to hear about
many extras inside Kirk1BR Apt Walk to MSU, cluding washer and dryer water $sa,poo oo (270)
acres. 3 miles from murray sey
$235/mo. 753-2084
519-1322 (1436-2672
759-5885
121 South 759-0399
1 6 acres, boat dock
$29,500 terms
270)753-9302

2 acres parcel and 3b
home with in restricted
subdivision on Robertson
rd 759-1359

3 BR
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530
Services Offered

LOG NOME OPEN HOUSE
Sat, July 4, 2002 • 9 a.m.-144mm
If yoo ore isterestosl is hilarity a guilty log Wiwi thee fell ii.

8,144

to

preview a oewly mutant./ Easters White Pm log hoist *CO
features *soy of tie latest inovativt
proiects
Hwy 121 from Manly to Hwy. 444 it Now Comore Loft 5 P
4.moles to right ea Bloal River R. tie. follow to silos te R. k09,51P,
'
_
Water Eststes

3BR brick home with large
bath large kitchen and living room combo newer
appliances carpet and water heater Fenced in back
yard with patio. CM/A, carport with storage room
515 Shady Lane
759-5443
FOR Sale: 3 BR, 2 B, Central HVAC. Nothing Down.
905 Southwood Drive 7535561
HOUSE and 4 1/2 acres
1/2 mile south of New
Providence 4 Bedroom. 2
Bath, 24x27 living room
tile floors, large country
kitchen, 30x52 shop. (270 ,
492-8385.
HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708
NORTHEAST
Calloway
(Dexter area) 3BR 2BA
newly remodeled house
with 27 fenced acres Will
consider split acreage
589.900. 753-1410
RELOCATING But our
3BR. 2BA with hardwoodJacuzzi. &Jr porch plus
extra garage and shop
with bath $155,000 OBO.
'53-1150.

3 Br.- 2 Ba
Central HVAC
905 Southwood Dr.
270-753-5561
THREE bedrooms & two
bath home for sale It has
one acre & two tenth land
repair
Need
some
522.900 as is 474-8626
490

Used Cars

Services Offered

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage, Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
Asphalt Sealcoating

Travis Asphalt Sealing
•Drivewks
•Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services
Tilling and Bushogging
Lawn-Mulch-Shrubs-Trees
(270) 436-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed. Roy Hill
270)436-2113

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
.Lawn Maintenance
•Bed mulching.
270-753-6772
DAVIS Roofing
Repairs Welcome
(270) 759-9019
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumhirc

1990 Ford Probe White,
auto, air 128,xxx miles.
753-4945
1994 Nissan Sentra XE
136.xxx NICE Runs greatI
$2.300 Call Ryan @ 7626138.
1997 0 Cad. 65.000 miles
10.000 left on GM Warranty. loaded. 517.900.00.
436-2672 or (270) 5191322
1997 Ford Cobra, 5speed, Loaded. Leather interior. 71,000 miles, over
$5,000 in extras. Asking,
$16.500. Call.(270) 5591566 Leave Message
*1999 Chev. Silverado LS
Ext Cab: loaded; CD
78,xxx mi. $14.750.; excellent condition
*1997 Toyota Camry LE.
loaded; CD
changer
113,xxx miles: $6.500 ; excellent condition.
759-3175
85 Buick Regal Ltd $250.
Less than 40.000 miles on
new V-6 Engine Needs
.transmission work. Call
759-0332
99 Miata; Green / Tan
Top; *loa.ded; leather; excellent condition, Call Joe
at 492-8279 Or 753-1130
WANTED. Good used
,Toyota. Nissan or Honda
Connie Gardner. 753-0546
or 442-9104
Services Offered

%NW Do Insurance Work
\

1 \

731.247.5422
FIX It Up
Home Improvements
Repairs & Maintenance
(270) 752-0776
FRED'S Home Woodcrafts Furniture made to
order For appointment call
270-759-467g
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal. stump
grinding, firewood Insured. 489-2839

ING junk clean up, cleaning out sheds, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
•

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages, Pole Barns; Met,
al Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts, etc
Free pickup. delivery. 436-

2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified.
435-4272
CONCRETE Finishing,
sidewalks, driveways, patios, general maintenance
Free Estimates 435-4619

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

•For alt residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
•No lob too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

David Borders

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MOWING
Call Clay
871 7340
MR LAWN CARE
759-2514
.Mowing *Landscaping
•Gutter-Cleaning

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buyl

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

Mark Lamb's
Tree Service
CO701759-3624•MOW 5484282
tree & Stump Removal
Tree Trimming
24 Hr. Semce
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of Equipment

• Frt, I

LICENSED & INSURED

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting, Pressure Wash
767-9014

Starting at $12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART Ett CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or
270 559-4986

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Otter to lou is Grum Rates with Maximum Elt,x1Hht,.
.
•Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rate,
•Multiple no money down programs
•No income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates
irr••
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOURSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF OUR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
kelt • Darren A 1, rut • Li. quelxn
III N. I 2th St. Suite It

753-7407 •

M & T Painting
Now scheduling summer work
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

Place your 2x2 Classified Display ad.
Your ad will appear for 4 weeks in the

Murray Ledger and Times & Shopper Guide
at the low pnce of $250.00
a saving of $197.60
Come by our office today or call
Tammy Stom

270-753-1916

1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
...---,ilt

r:7,.....,

sTirOg
*
-17-Niath

Your Ad Could
01) Be Here
For Only
$25(1° Per Month!.

Rose Masonry Repair

753-2251

Brothers
Tree Service

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

ViSA

I
,wrIT:

fliUtt
Over 34

aorn,
TT

Years Exp

Murra,

Rd

Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
: Tree & Stump Commercial &
Residential
Remota/

At An All Time Low
-Interest Rate 4laterial

Visit our Showroom today for
all your floor covering needs!

CARPET & FLOOR COVER!

24 Hr Service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Then why let just anyone install it?
Our owners are our installers!

I

Good Time To Build New Home
or Addition.
Even Remodel or Build The
Garage You've Been Needing.

Call Harold Swift Construction

I.
*
Knight's
Hazel, KY
Nwy 641 111 Wes Sour- or Rural lo Tom Tata Road. Poglit t5Xyw.

753-7728

753-6311 or 832-0587
AWQ.Nisewrimamok

Horoscope
77.;) CRAWFORD'S BAR-B-QUE

enjoyment of the here and now. Tonight:
Almo, KY
Opt for closeness.
SERVING BREAKFAST 6-10 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
NOW
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
PLATE LUNCHES SERVED 10:30 A.M.-3 P.M. MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
**** Though you like to be acknowlJuly 3, 2002:
edged and accept responsibility as the
Friday Night Dinner Served 4:30-8:00
You will reveal many different facets of
path to this end, you still might be allowThick Smoked Pork Chops • Baby Back Ribs
your personality this year. You can be ing too much to land on your plate.
•Country Style Ribs • Chicken •Homemade Desserts
joyous, bountiful and very upbeat. On Touch base with an older relative or parCURB SERVICE SATURDAYS
the other hand, as positive as you can be ent. This person cares greatly whether
CHICKEN, BABY BACK RIBS OR CHOPS
is as angry as you can get. Learn to you call him or her. Tonight: Go along
...Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 6 a.m.-3 p.m.: Fri. 6 a.m.-8 p.m.: Sat. 6 a.m.-3 p.m
express your frustration before you're with another's wishes.
seething. You also might want to get to SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
the source of the problem. and make *** Relax and handle a personal matsome adjustment in that area. Your career ter directly. Your perspective changes a
might be unusually tense but proves to be lot if you flow with an opportunity. New
an area of focus and possible gain, espe- Information comes from someone at a
cially after July. If you are single. you'll distance. Go with another's choices.
have an unusual ability to draw others to
West Wood Wines Closed
you. You could meet that special some- Plans might change before you know it.
West Wood Warehouse Open 8 til 6
Tonight:
Do
something
physical.
July 4th
one this year. If you are attached, your
relationship might become very close, SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Budweiser
although at times you might be uncom- **** * Your imagination excels
fortable with the closeness. ARIES because of a child or loved one. Be yourParty Balls
self when dealing with a difficult associadores you.
ate . who could balk once you believe you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll have an agreement. Dig iiito your creHave:
4-Positive; ativity one more time to find answers.
5-Dynamic;
Tonight: Let the dynamite in you out!
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
McEwenS
Sierra
Cruzan
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Bacardi
**** Just when you think you have
Flavored Rum
Export
Nevada Ale
Rum
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Your fire and steam help you made peace, the unexpected occurs. You
S10.5V
get a strong start to what easily could be find that someone is a bit unstable at
best,
if
not
downright
quarrelsome.
Look
a lazy day. Your family and friends might
Newcastle
Cook's
Beefeater
already be playing away. getting in the around. Note how others go to the opposite
extreme.
Go
with
those
who
are
conBrown
Ale
Citrona
Champagnes
Gin
mood for the Fourth. Join them as soon
as you can. Don't let pressure put you out vivial. Tonight: Mosey on home.
750 ml
-r.,L S32.98
of sorts. Tonight: Whatever puts a smile AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
****
You
might
want
to
join
in
on
on your face.
1Cook's -'
Castillio
the convivial mood of the moment, but if
TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
Champagnes
Rums
**** Recognize your limits right you do, you might need to work late. Do
now. Others might be getting in the you really want that? Loosen up when
frame of mind to play on the Fourth, but dealing with someone you care about;
(Ezra --.
you have other matters to deal with. A not everything can be your way. Tonight:
Smirnoff\
(
Brooks
personal obligation could turn into a Catch up on fnends' news.
Vodka
Gold or Silver
delightful pleasure if you remain open. PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Take complete account of your
Tonight: Pull back.
finances before you head into the weekGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Raw Spirit
end.
Your sense of humor emerges when
Tangeray
***** Surround yourself with
Vodka Cocktails
Gin
friends and loved ones ASAP. If you dealing with a child or loved one. Be
consistent with this person. When you're
have to work, you'll zoom out the door
irritated later on, you realize that you
soon enough. Trust in your energy and
have let the boundaries between the two
enthusiasm nght now. You might be a
1Absolut
of you tumble. Tonight: Have a long
1- Kahlua
Corona
1Warsteine
hard force to stop once you start celeVodka
overdue chat.
brating. Tonight: Go till the wee hours.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
BORN TODAY
***** Others seek you out. Clear
Actor Ibm Cruise (1962). author Franz
Sauza
I- Malibu
Sky Y
/"Captain Morgan\5
out immediate to-dos in order to allow
Kafka (1883), playwright Tom Stoppard
Diablo
Spiced Rum
Coconut Rum
yourself more time off. Whether you (1937)
Blue
intend to or not, you could wind up being
Pk
responsible for those around you. Take a
strong stand if need be. Tonight: A must
Gordon
I Captain
Doc Otis
Jose
appearance.
Cuervo
Morgan Gold
Hard Lemon
Vodka
ren's
Men, Women &
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Consignment Clothes & Accessories
***** Take off as soon as you can.
Top Brands
Travel and adventure mix in the next few
days. Visit with a fnend at a local vacaFormals, Weddings & Maternity
tion spot, making the next few days part
Plus Sizes
of the long weekend. A romance smolOwner
- Rita Wyatt
ders in the background. If single, you
might veer in a totally new direction
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
731-642-7714
Firs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tonight: Go exotic.
(270) 762-0207
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Email: neatrepeats(o apex.net
***** Make time for a special
731-642-7366
mend or loved one In many ways this
might he more rewarding than you anticWest Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69• Paris. TN
ipate Row with the moment, not focusOpen 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
ing on what you need to do. Let go of a
Visa
•
MasterCard • American Express• Discover
tendency to worry. replacing it with an
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

4TH OF JULY BLOWOUT
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Kegs
In
Stock!

(

1995}.

Best
Subs
Around!

'29.95

'17.97

7.67

stoii

1961}.

1395_)

Sauza Tequila

1499

19 8}.

1.75 L

'18.98}

29.98
'7.48
}

la's Neat Re eats

21.99}

17,97

'7.99

'34.97

7.16

748
}

11.96
}

6.84

1

'14.79}

r
A MONTH OF ADVERTISING

it_ tit ,
U'))
41
lir

Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 11-24-36 month financing

Owner: Mark Lamb

*Chimneys
•New Construction
FREE ESTIMATES
4 1erolliti No Job To Small

On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

--r

1.amb
,77.,

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

PET Sitting
Feed, Water, Walk
Check on your pet
Twice a day
in your home.
Appointments Call
Dons 767-9067.

Ward-Elkins

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

Wiggins Furniture

Specializing In Masonry Repair
*Step Repair *Tuck Pointing

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - /0 Years Experience

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

Moving Co.

PAINTING
PAY LESS
Call Dan 753-9618

WE SERVICE

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up r-ext day.

Phone (270) 759-4734

tan* Brother

Specializing in Roof Repairs

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

,Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
•Stnping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537

I

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Roofing Metal

MASSAGE
by Licensed Therapist
Murray. 853-1172

LOTS FOR SALE

(errl

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL-

HYDRO CLEAN

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
435-4645

David Gallimore, Owner
1979 AMC Spirit 47,000
actual miles. Great condition. $1500.00. 1973 Jeep
Wagoneer 4x4.. 360 motor. auto trans runs good
(270)437-4001.

David's Cleaning
Services

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING

530
Services Offered

530
Services Offered

Your Home Improvernenf Headquarters

HAULING
Cleaning out garages
sheds carport atics
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
Pressure Washing
Exterior Cleaning
Vinyl, Brick. Decks,
Driveways, roofs & More
Free Estimates
Stephen Alexander
270-527-8577

530
Services Offered

1

Services Offered

Services Offered

HANDYMAN

Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry No lob too
small (731)247-3015

;.
-....
ihtdps;
saiii
•4111
adarams..-,r
-

530

530
Services Offered

s68.1)

'6.84

, 32.98

DISCOUNT BY THE CASE OR MIXED CASE

West Wood Wines & Liquors
West Wood Warehouse Party Block

SUBSCRIBE

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: I don't understand why you pan Mexican clinics
that treat cancer with alternatives to
traditional therapy. Chemotherapy
and radiation further weaken the
immune system — just what a cancer
patient does not need.
Speaking personally, 13 years ago I
was diagnosed with untreatable small
cell carcinoma of the lung that had
spread to my heart and esophagus. I
was given three months to live. In
desperation, I went to the Bio- Medical
Center in Tijuana, Mexico, for
immune-booster shots. I am now cancer-free: living proof that this therapy
is effective, and has been in over 80
percent of patients during the last 50
years. The program costs only $3,500
and appears to be superior to U.S.
cancer treatments. Wake up and help
cancer victims!
DEAR READER: Your personal
2xperience is certainly stunning.
However, if the Mexican injections
are so effective, why haven't they
peen widely publicized in the world's
medical literature? In our epoch of
instant information, millions of
patients could be helped if the
Mexican findings were valid and could
oe disseminated. But that hasn't, to
my knowledge, happened so far.
Also, as I'm sure you know, cancers
can undergo spontaneous cure for
reasons that no one understands.
I agree with you that methods to
improve our immune responses to
malignant cells makes far more sense
than our current, primitive approach
which is centered around killing both
nealthy and cancerous cells with poions in hopes that somehow the
malignant cells will die faster. This is
why, as I have repeatedly speculated,
the future cure for cancer will probably lie in a series of vaccines given
early in childhood, much as standard

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

immunizations are given today. In my
world of optimism, I see my granddaughter's great gra*dchildren getting their cancer shots along with
measles and mumps vaccines. But
that day isn't here yet.
Today, we are clearly stuck with
cancer therapy that is far from being
universally effective, the one exception being therapy for certain forms of
childhood leukemia. But this deficiency doesn't mean that medical science
should descend to alchemy. We need
studies that show which cancer treatments are promising and which are
not. Given your enthusiastic endorsement of alternative therapy south-ofthe-border, why have the Mexican
doctors failed to publicize their
astounding successes? Perhaps
because such successes are no
greater than these derived from traditional treatments.
The subject of cancer prevention
and therapy is vitally interesting to
most people for obvious reasons.
Therefore; research scientists have
an obligation to test any possible cure,
no matter how outrageous, in hopes
that it may provide the basis for a
sound anti-cancer program that will
benefit many generations of human
beings.
A NOTE TO READERS: For an
updated and revised Health Report on
"Diabetes Mellitus," send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and $2
to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title. Also, be on the lookout for more
updated Health Reports.

vote DON SENF
SHERIFF
First In Experience - Training - Education

REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER

DEAR BROTHER MIKE: It's
certainly worth considering.
Perhaps it will clear the static
in the lines of communication
between the spouses. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Jerome's wife
should enjoy watching TV with him.
My husband also watched TV for
hours. I used to threaten to name
the TV in our divorce. Eventually,
however, I learned to speak in threeminute segments — and lovingly
covered my husband when he fell
asleep watching his favorite shows.
I competed with the TV set for 30
years, but if I could have my husband back, I'd never complain again.
It's much too quiet since he died.
MISSING MY REMOTE
IN FLORIDA

DEAR MISSING: Please
accept my sympathy for the loss
of your husband. Sometimes it's
only after a loved one is gone
that people can put their faults
into perspective.

LOOKING BACK

glow of the fireplace. The kids

Published is a picture of Thomas
Clendenon, super‘isor of Murray
Street Department, erecting the first
"buckle up sign" on Highway 641
South as workers Richard Bess and
Harmon Brown watch. The manda-

CONTRACT BRIDGE

A Stitch in Time Saves Nine

DEAR ABBY: My husband
watched TV every night for hours East dealer.
until we had a "mysterious" black- East-West vulnerable

out. The truth is, unbeknownst to
my husband, I periodically flip the
main circuit breaker to the house,
leaving us in the dark for the
entire night. Once he calms down,

to your ace.
You cross to dummy with a
heart and lead the queen of diamonds,finessing after Eastfollows
low. West wins with the king and
returns a club, and you wind up
down two, losing a spade, a diamond and four club tricks.
You could complain about bad
luck, if you're so minded, because

NORTH

WEST
•J 10 6 5

EAST
K 84

1952
•6 2
46Q 10 8 7 3

L_Co IN1 ID I

SOUTH
Q 73
V K Q 10
•A J 8 74
+A J
The bidding:

l'HEV POUND A NEW SE!R___E;f1)
CHAMBER INSOE THE
WHAT
I
GREAT' s/RAMID
WAS
INSIDE?

East

South West
North
1 NT
3 NT
Pass
Opening lead —five ofspades.
Many deals contain booby
traps that all too often ensnare
unwary declarers who don't take
the time to think things out. Perhaps the best advice is to assume
that there is a booby trap on every
deal and proceed from there.
Consider thiscase where you're
in three notrump and West leads
the five of spades. When you play
low from dummy, East wins with
the king and shifts to the seven of
clubs. Your jack loses to the king,
and West returns the nine ofclubs
Pass

ACTIH

GET OFF!
GET OFF mow!!

NICK! NOT
THE HAIR!
I DION'T
MEAN
THE HAIR!

SUMMER'S
BEST
ENTERTA INMENT: THE.
REALITY
SHOW.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated l'ress
Today is Tuesday. July 2.
183rd day of 2002. There
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in Histor%

On July 2, 1776: the Gauoicroal
Congress passed a resolution
that -these United Colonies ,t1 c. t!
of right, ought to be. 1
pendent States.On this date:
In 1881, President clarlie.1(.1
shot by Charles J. Guiteau :it the
Washington railroad station. Gal two finesses had to fail in order to field died the following Septembo
lose the contract.In fact, you would
In 1926, the U.S. Arm\ .'\'l
have made five notrump if West

+ A 92
AJ7
• Q 1095
+654

86 4 3
•K3

CZ)WI 1CS

MEN ILIST SAY EXACTLY
WHAT WE MEAN! 113ATC41:

chairman of the department of man-

agement at Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins will
be married for 50 years July 9.
Nan Shuffett, Phyllis Tibbs,
Becky Thornton, Lisa McReynolds
DEAR WHATEVER: Let's
and Candy Walker. Murray High
hope he doesn't — but be
School in-coming freshmen, are
warned. In November 1965, a tory seat belt law took effect July 1.
famous New York City blackout
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Brandon pictured at the "Heart of Dixie"
occurred. There was no power, were
camp for majorettes at Murray State
married 50 years June 19.
and workers and residents
University.
Births
reported
include
a
boy
to
found themselves in darkness
40 years ago
with a lot of time on their Laura and Ben Wainscot', a" boy to
Murray Board of Education apVallery
and
Greg
Egbert, a boy to
hands. Nine months later —
August 1966 — there was a Amy and John O'Bryan, a boy to proved the 1962-63 budget of
record number of babies born. Lisa and Kenneth Darnall and a boy $436,260.97. This is an increase of
A word to the wise ...
to Tracy and Jeffrey Pitman, June $6,361.23 over the 1961-62 budget.
Robert Wyman, general manager
26.
***
of Murray Manufacturing C'orripan
20
years
ago
DEAR ABBY: My beloved sister
Published is a picture of the 10-' and Rotarian. presented it progress
passed away a year ago. We always
report on the plant at a inceimg(0
got along beautifully. Now that foot tall sculpture titled "The Age
she's gone, her husband has of Stone," now on loan from Artist the Murray Rotary Club.
expressed an interest in me and D. Mark Roberts, to the Calloway
Mrs. B.C. Harris. Mrs John
would like us to be a couple.
County Public Library. The sculp- Ryan, Mrs. G.R. Scarf°. and Mrs
I have always regarded him as a ture carved from
Georgia marble, E.S. Ferguson were elected as new
brother, and he has treated me
accordingly. However, I must admit fine white marble and limestone, is officers of the Nature's PaLtie Garden Club at a meeting at the lake
that he has a special place in my located in the Library Reading Garden.
heart;
cottage of Mrs. ha Douglas
Installed as officers of the J.N.
Would it be wrong of me to
50 years ago
encourage him, Abby? We'd both Williams Chapter of the United
Cadet Robert Gay Ion V‘ hue. son
appreciate your opinion. Please do Daughters .of Confederacy were
of Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon White 4
not use my name.
Mrs. William Major, Mrs. John J.
Hazel, is currently attending
HER SISTER ON LONG ISLAND Livesay, Dr.
Halene Visher, Mrs. Force Reserve Officers Corps
Sum DEAR SISTER: I see nothing Darrell Mitchell, Mrs. N.A. Ezell, mer,Training Camp at Robins .Air
wrong with you having a future Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Fred Force Base, Georgia.
with your former brother-in- Gingles, Dr. Mildred Hatcher and
Prof. and Mrs. Robert Baal.
law. You have years of shared Mrs. Ed Davis.
calists,
with John Stanley Shelton as
history in common, and that
30 years ago
pianist,- presented a musical pro
can be the basis of a very sucRobert Moyer, Holmes Ellis, gram at a
meeting of Murra‘ Maga .
cessful union.
Emma Dean Lawson and Sid Easley zinc
Club held at the home of NI,
CONFIDENTIAL TO MOR- were elected as officers of the Cal- E.C. Parker.
TON B. AND PAULINE IN BEV- loway County Chapter of the
Martha Sue Upchurch arid JAL I,
ERLY HILLS: Warmest wishes American Red Cross at its recent Henry
Kuhn were married June
on your 63rd anniversary — to meeting.
at First Baptist Church. NI or ro,
the dearest parents in the world.
Dr. Roy Kirk has been named
LOVE,JEANNE

+K9 2

MEN LOSE WEI&HT INSTAN11_4
rrn NOT WORRIED ABOUT
A FEW ERA POUNDS
BECAUSE WE 6.1\X CLEAR
BECAUSE I'M A MAN, AND
ORDERS! WOMEN GET ALL
ME M LOSE WEI6HT INSTANTLY. TANGLED UP IN EMOTION
YOU DISCUSS THE WEIGHT...
ANALYZE THE WEIGHT...

10 years ago

enjoy it, too —and my husbahd
hasn't caught on yet.
WHATEVER IT TAKES
IN INDIANA

***

it's fun having a romantic, dinner
by candlelight and relaxing by the

Paid For By Don Sent Campaign Committee

IC:balk I 11._1f

DEAR ABBY: Your response to
"Seeking Peace and Quiet in New
Jersey" isn't going to cut it. She
complained that her husband,
Jerome, spends too much time in
front of the TV and not enough time
with her. You said she should
declare a "TV-free zone" at least
once a week.
Jerome's symptoms. I
am a "reco ering TV-holic." Fortunately, my(TV was destroyed in an
apartment'fire a few years ago. I
decided to go "cold turkey" and not
replace it. Abby, the results were
miraculous. My previously mushy
brain cells have regenerated
because I now get my news and
entertainment from the Internet —
or from those old standbys: newspapers and radio
I strongly reeommend‘that
Jerome and his wife consult a counselor for his addiction.
BROTHER MIKE
IN MASSACHUSETTS
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had had the king of spades and
East the king of diamonds. When
you analyze the play more fully,
however, you realize that the contract was certain from the word go,
and that the outcome was really
your own fault.
All you had to do to wrap up
tehree notrump was to win the
opening spade lead with dummy's
ace and take a diamond finesse.
Win or lose, you could not score
*less than nine tricks.
Certainly it is not difficult to
prove that playing a low spade
from dummy jeopardizes the contract, while playing the ace of
spades guarantees it. A little
thought — combined with a basically cautious nature — can make
all the difference between success
and failure.

Tomorrow: Sylvia takes up Stayman.
02002 King Features Syndicate Inc

CROSSWORDS

Corps was created.
Lai hal t
In 1937, aviator
and navigator Fred Noonan
air
peared over the Pacific (
attempting to make the Ills! 1,,tiad
the-world flight at the equal
In 1961. author ErnestIlci au
I
way shot • himself to ileatii
Idah,,
Ketchum.
home in
In 1964. President I.\
I
son signed into law a let.1)111i
rights bill passed by
In 1976. the Supreme I , LIf'
,r
ruled the death penalty ‘s as

herently cruel or untistia1
One year ago: Robot
ceived the world's first sell
tained artificial heart in Louis ilk-.
Ky.(He lived 151 days v. ith the dc
vice.) Vice President Dick Cherie \
returned to work, flashing an -(
re .
sign to reporters two da .at
ceiving a nei. pacemaker A car to
the day after his stunning election
victory. President Vicente Fox.sur
prised Mexico again h‘ marrluu
his spokeswoman and lonrome
love. Martha Sahagun

41 A mind of —
own
43 Prom honoree
44 Black-ink
entry
45 NASA outfit
(hyph
47 Nobelist —
Wiesel
50 Dock
51 Census into
54 — Plaines, III
55 Revise
56 Actor —
Mineo
57 Ride the
bench
58 Young girl
59 JFK lender

ACROSS

Ft.)Ft E3

1 Traipse about
4 Burning
9 Grey Cup org
12 Flock member
13 Viking letters
14 Web addr
15 Actor—
Gibson
16 Clumsy
vessels
17 Zodiac animal
18 Hotel amenity
20 Math symbol
21 Cheyenne's
St.
23 "For shame'
24 Clang
28 Dory's need
30 Dining area
32 Great Lakes
state
34 Lab animal

-TT la Ft co r VV CIFiSIE4E)

,
5IS
-THATSw rrcH, LIZ-IF yoU'RE
"HANGING AR0UND"THAT
DEAN!. .0K , LE_T's
JUST HAN6INEr
ATTACH THOSE ORE
ARJOUP40,GOULD RF,Auy BURNS frly evrrI
you BRING US AS IF I WAS STANDING
CARs.
A COLD BEER? AROUND.DON& Ae,s6-

HERE,DAD.

Li.fre_Ly NoTHINGII

G.AFIFIEL.1D
GARFIELD, HAVE YOU EVER
EATEN UNTIL YOU WERE
.-___.LACTUALLY FULL

I DIDN'T
TI-tiNK 50

•10,"1

2

15

1='E

40

AFTER SUPPER, A COUPLE OF
OTHER DOGS AND I USED lt)
CHASE EACH OTHER AfiCVNO THE
VARP...IT WAS A GOOD GAME..

34

UI136

INJ LJ

THIS IS THE KIND OF EVENING
THAT BONGS BACK MEMORIES
OF THE DAt54
(HILL PUPPY FARM

33

32

31

30

28129

(ITAI VAVf5 7-2

6

44
47

D 0 L Bla
8 Plural ending
9 Stray dog
10 Monk's title
11 Law deg
17 Theaters
19 Bill —tare

7

9

8

10 I

111111
Ill
Il
35

illill

41

42

1

ill
ill
45UIl
SO
51 52 ill

$40.50
$78.00:
Local Mail

;

(Calktway. Graves & Marshall)

3 mo.
6 mo.
I yr.

$25.001
$50.00
1
$85.00 ,

Rest of KY/TN

URCIIAD

(Puryear, Buchanan & Paris)
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3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

20 Greet a dog
21 Tiger of golf
22 Boor
24 Tosses
overboard
25 Diploma
possessor
26 "Peanuts" kid
27 Psyched up
29 Wealthy, in
Madrid
31 Sports
enthusiast
33 Pound unit
37 French sea
38 Rugged
42 Yes, to Pablo
45 Leaves
46 Chore
47 Sullivan and
Murrow
48 Aloha token
49 Hobby ender
50 2001 in old
Rome
52 Cowpoke's
sweetie
53 House shader
55 Oz aunt

$65.00
$80.00'
$110.001

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.00
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with poment to:

Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071

MUTTay

56

54
57

iDO

39

11111

6 mo.
1 yr.

OMI

5 Mink, e.g
6 Pitch-dark
7 Legal thing
5

Home Delivery
3 mo.
$20.251

BRn no
momm
cio
um am, mmRia
muu 00P
MI E
wo momo [au LL
oPmmm owimom

gip

1 Ring thing
2 Impress
3 Hollow
4 Kind of numeral

4

RAYS

P

14
13III.
16111
1II
18
20 I
19III
24
25 26 27
23

12

21

GA RFIELVD
II

3

L U Sli Hit&Tim Es

IAN NM0 U T
Ma MOE= MY
ROD OMM
0
DIDEI HIBM 0R00
W
E1EM

DOWN

35 Warbled
36 Papers
39 Up for
payment
40 More quickly
1

Subscribe to the

Answer to Previous Puzzle

55lUll
59 II

Or call

selUll

(270)753-1916
I.

a
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Week of antiquing
highlighted by Fourth

Clooney's home mourns
sin in star's assin

Bill Furst, Murray Lions Club
President, said, "Blakely sings a
HAZEL, Ky. - Hazel, the variety style of music that will be
antique hometown of Kentucky enjoyed by all ages." Furst also said,
located five miles south of Murray "With 34 booths signed up for the
on Highway 641, is having its annu- street fair, we have filled all of the
al Antique Dealers' Choice Sale vendor slots. These will include
through July 7.
profit and non-profit booths," added
The event is sponsored by the Furst.
Hazel Merchants Association and
"We hope that everyone comes duce permitting, July through
will feature special prices on select- out and enjoys this Freedom Fest October.
In addition to the Farmers'
ed items in the stores. The town has activity." said Furst.
Market, shoppers will have the
15 shops and antique malls repreopportunity to buy a variety of
senting almost 500 antique dealers
crafts. These include handcrafted
from across the region.
furniture, painted house pieces, garDealers will offer sales from 15
den benches, tiles and accessories,
to 50 percent off. Over half of the
"It's a healthy way to start the picnic tables, adirondack chairs,
dealers run good aeals on items,
according to Ray Gough, member of day," said Anna Fowler, Briggs and swings, painted gourds, Santas and
Hazel Merchants Association and Stratton nurse of the annual Main more.
There are also activities planned
owner of Charlie's Antique Mall and Street Mile set for July 4.
Sponsored by Briggs and for children. These activities include
_Rooter's Antique Mall.
Charlie's Antique Mall also fea- Stratton, this one-mile fun run/walk face painting and tattoos, hair painttures a soda fountain that sells old- will begin on Main Street in front of ing, duck ponds, basketball toss and
fashioned ice cream treats for the Sparks Hall and continue to 6th football toss with prizes, and hulahooping. Along with the numerous
shoppers to enjoy while cooling off Street.
-Briggs and Stratton wanted to planned children activities, there
after the heat of the day and shopencourage wellness in the communi- will be a clown making balloon
ping.
ty," Fowler said, "and this is a way sculptures. There will also be a
sales
"The dealers love to offer
throughout the year for special the people who started this event 15 variety of entertainment provided
for the entire family to enjoy togethevents, but Freedom Fest is a good years ago felt that they could."
Entry forms are available at er.
incentive for our old and new cusThe Fourth Street entertainment
tomers to come visit us," said Martial Arts America, Curves for
Gough. The Antique Dealers' Women. Wal-Mart and the YMCA. will feature The Panhandlers
Choice Sale has been an annual tra- The fee is $12; a discounted rate of "Symphonic" kitchen implement
dition for Freedom Fest for several $8 per person is applicable for music from 8:30-9:30 a.m., One
groups of 10 and more.
Thousand Rubs — Rock and Roll
years.
"We usually see a good turnout group from Chicago from 10:30
Ray
For more infonmation, call
Gough at(270)492-8175. For more from the community for this event," a.m. — 11 a.m., Murray Women's
information about other Freedom Fowler said. "We are expecting Club Chorus under the direction of
Fest events, call the Murray Tourism around 50 competitors in this year's Kathy Mowery from 11:40 - noon
Commission at(270)759-2199 or 1- race."
and Jack Kerr and Friends Bluegrass
First-, second- and third-place Music from 12:40 - 1 p.m.
800-651-1603.
medals for 11 age categories in male
Besides the Farmers' Market,
and female divisions will be award- kids' activities, and entertainment,
ed. There will be a trophy given to Murray Main Street will also have a
the overall male and female win- downtown ribbon-cutting at Fifth
ners.
and Main that will be held at the
In between all the parades, fireRegistration will begin at 8 a.m., beginning of the parade. A dedicaworks and glitzy concerts, take time and the race will begin at 8:45. For
out this Fourth of July to remember more information. call Bryan tion ceremony will also be held for
the reason for Freedom Fest. On McGill at (270) 328-8335 or Anna the Veterans' Brick Area on Main
Street immediately following the
July 4 at 7 a.m., join your friends Fowler at (270)759-1680.
parade.
and neighbors at the annual
Adding to the excitement of
the
on
Veterans' Memorial Service
Main Street will also be two Power
Murray Middle School lawn.
Wheel giveaways at 11:30 a.m., and
This year's service will feature
1:30 p.m. However, you must be
members of the 438th MP of the
Join the fun this Jul; 4 at present to win, so make plans to
Kentucky Army National Guard as
they perform a 21-gun salute in Murray's downtown court square! come and stay for a fun-filled day of
honor of those fallen for the sake of Murray Main Street will be sponsor- activities, shopping and entertainour country. The American flag will ing a Farmers' Market. fun activities ment.
be raised and lowered during this and entertainment. This year's activtribute. In addition, the American ities will be taking place on Fourth
Legion bell will ring as the names of Street, on the east side of the court
those killed in military duty are square, beginning at 8 a.m. and last,
This year's Community with a
called out. Members of the 438th ing until 2 p.m.
Kicking off the activities will be Bang concert has been cancelled
MP and VFW Post 6291 will speak
a Farmers' Market. The market will due to lack of band participants
at this event, as well.
fresh, locally grown profeature
6291
Post
VFW
The Freedom Fest Executive
Daythel Turley,
Commander, encourages everyone duce, fresh flowers, herbs and Board appreciates the efforts of Josh
to attend this activity. "It is very plants. Along with the produce, peo- Johnson, the community band direc.elling homemade tor, and the co-operation of those
appropriate that the Freedom Fest ple .will also bes
activities are kicked off on the jams and jellies, breads and relishes. community members who volunLaura Miller, board member and teered to participate. Unfortunately,
Fourth with this tribute." Turley
promotions chair for Murray Main there were not enough volunteers to
said.
Street, said, "This year the market put on a performance The Roy
will also feature two or three booths Stewart Football Stadium will still
of organically grow u produce."
be open and available for people to
Miller added that another unique enjoy the fireworks at 9 p.m. on July
item, along with the organic proThis July 4, some Freedom Fest duce, that shoppers will find at the 4.
For more information about other
patrons may feel as if they are wan- Farmers' Market is heirloom plants.
Fest events, call the
Freedom
dering through a mid-1900s bazaar,
The Farmers' Market will contin- Murray Tourism Commission at
smelling the buttery popcorn and ue each Saturday, weather and pro
759-2199.
roasting hot dogs, and hearing children and adults laugh. Some may
feel as if they have traveled to a past
era. But. when reality sets in, they
will realize they are in the middle of
the Downtown Old-Fashioned
Street Fair which offers many of the
novelties of the old days with the
amenities of today.
This annual event is sponsored
by the Murray Lions Club and will
begin at 9 a.m. and Conclude at 2
p.m. Booths from vendors across
Kentucky and Tennessee will be set
up selling food, arts and crafts and
flea market items.
Bud l Stalls, secretary of the
Lions Club and street fair organizer.
beginning at 8 a.m.
said they were expecting a large
crowd this year. He hopes that this
Downtown Court Se
year will be even larger than last
year. He estimated that approxiSponsored by
mately.5.000 people were in attendance last year and he hopes that
number will continue to grow.
Following the "Salute to
Homefront Heroes" parade..the OldFashioned Downtown Street Fair is
/just a short walk from the parade 41•1111•11,
route. Join the thousands of people
who will come to watch the parade
and stay afterward for the traditional street fair food, including
bratwurst, funnel cake, and kettle
corn.
Shoppers can expect to find a
variety of arts and crafts, novelty
items, and entertainment, all along
side a variety of delicious food.
Children and adults can expect to
enjoy the musical entertainment
provided by Karla Blakely and
band. Blakely has appeared twice on
Telethon of Stars and has begun
attracting attention with her many
talents by several of the Nashville
Record Labels.

Let's Go Antiquing!

A healthy way to •
start the day
-

Church of the Good Shepherd in Beverly Hills.
Clooney's funeral will be held Friday at St. Patrick's
Friends and family members in Maysville are Church in Maysville. In lieu.of flowers, relatives were
mourning the death of Rosemary Clooney, a native of asking that donations be made in the siager's name to
this northern Kentucky town who's been described as the Rosemary Clooney Fund to support pulmonary
research at the Mayo Clinic.
a "hometown gal" and the most "wellClooney — who co-starred with Bing
loved" resident.
Crosby in "White Christmas" — will be
Clooney, a singer and actress, died
buried at St. Patrick's Cemetery in Maysville
Saturday evening at the age of 74 at her
near her mother and grandmother. St.
Beverly Hills home. She had been hospitalPatrick's Church is also where Clooney marized earlier in the month for a recurrence of
ried her second husband — Dante DiPaolo, a
lung cancer.
Hollywood dancer.
"She never forgot Maysville. There was
Clooney was a regular face among the
no pretense about her," said Doug McGill, a
town of 8,900. Residents say she frequented
station manager for WFTM radio in
a local restaurant — Delite's — known for
Maysville. "She would visit three or four
its Coney Island hot dogs. She was also a
times a year. You would see her out walking
regular at Magees Bakery and a downtown
Clooney
or in the grocery store. She was like everyjewelry store.
one else. It's sad that this time she's coming
In 1999, the city held its first Rosemary Clooney
home to rest for the final time."
In a tribute to Clooney Monday morning, McGill's Music Festival, which became an annual event.
radio station played her hits, including her career- Clooney was the sole performer in 1999, but brought
launching song "Come on-a My House," as residents several acts in years to follow including her daughterin-law singer Debbie Boone. Her goal was to make
phoned to share memories.
A public rosary will be recited Wednesday at this a known festival.
By LORI BURLING

Associated Press Writer

RICHARD VANOVER
MARKET MANAGER a NEIGHBOR

The reason for
Freedom Fest

BOB HARGROVE
VICE PRESIDENT & NEIGHBOR

Farmer's Market
planned downtown

JOHN PECK
PRESIDENT, CEO& NEIGHBOR

Community band
concert cancelled

Street Fair to be
held July 4

DOWNTOWNrYttA4PRoDucE
MARKET

4;anA'ers & nel:yors
You know what makes Murray/Calloway County such a fine community? Not
its scenery or its highways or its parks. . Taithough all of those are invaluable to
1 of a community. 10 And its
s .
its success. It's people who form the Jear

people who form the foundation ofa good bank. People like John Peck,
President and CEO; Richard Vanover, Market Manager; and Bob Hargrove,
Vice President; who bring the art of being good bankers and good neighbors to
the forefront of Heritage Bank. • But we're notp.il financial managers and
loan officers. We're your neighbors. We have been for more than 30 years. •
See how neighborly a bank can be. And see you around town!

Fresh Produce & More!
Thursday, July 4th
Saturday, July 6th

AZi\h.
I

II

HERITAGE
YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
608 MAIN STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY • 270-753-7921
MEMBER

FDIC

CI

EQUAL

HOUSING

LENDER

ALL SPRING AND SUMMER MERCHANDISE

750/0.„

"The Most Unique Men's Store
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

